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Welcome to our
September
edition of the
HUB
This issue includes a photographic round-up of the SteinExpo show
which was very successful for the HUB team. The show was very well
attended with high footfall and great support from the industry and
OEM’s who all seemed to be very happy with the show overall. The
weather was very warm and this added to a vibrant atmosphere as the
crowds moved around the show. Although you had to queue for the lift,
which at one point was 40 minutes long there were other alternatives
via a bus service or a long walk around the quarry to access either level.

Writing this ‘live’ in the middle of the NEC at the RWM exhibition I’m
asking myself whether this show should be held every two years. Annual
shows don’t really have the ‘bite’ and I believe suffer with a lack of
interest compared to the level of expectation with biennial shows.
Hillhead for instance has always been biennial and Plantworx which
replaced the old SED show has already recognised that every two years
makes much more sense. Taking it even further the biggest shows in the
world in our sector are held every three years and attract massive
crowds. The NEC is a very expensive venue, and in comparison, to the
equivalent European shows that cost less and attract bigger audiences
it’s understandable why there is a reluctance to attend the RWM show
every year, so maybe time for change?

Just one more edition after this and then we move into 2018 which for
us is a little special as we will celebrate our 50th edition in the May
edition which will coincide with the preview of the Hillhead show.

John Edwards
Editor
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A CMB Rockstar
Cone crushes the
oversize for CEMEX
Swinderby.
CMB International has recently completed a project
for CEMEX UK at their Swinderby operation near
Witham St. Hughs, Lincoln.

The successful sand and gravel processing operation
has been running for 2 ½ years and leading quarry
plant manufacturer - CMB was approached and
subsequently awarded the order to supply a cone
crushing plant to process the high amount of
oversize that was being recirculated through the
plant.

After a site visit CMB International engineer’s
designed and supplied a skid mounted CMB
Rockstar 90 Cone Crushing Plant, complete with
two conveyors and a feed hopper, with a by-pass
chute to allow the plant to carry on uninterrupted,
whilst any maintenance activities can be carried out
on the cone.  

The CMB Rockstar 90 installed at Swinderby is a
32mm throw version of their Rockstar 150 (which is
40mm throw) and is driven by a smaller 110Kw
motor rather than the normal 160Kw.

The feed hopper was fitted with an automated
crusher door which incorporates level sensors to
allow the material in the hopper to build up and
pass through the crusher when necessary, without
an operator having to do this manually. 

Wayne Strevens – Operations Manager, commented,
we were processing a fair amount of oversize and it
made sense to add a cone crusher into the
equation. CMB supplied a workable solution and
although it required a bit of adjustment the
automated crusher door is an asset. 

CMB Rockstar Cone Crushers: 

CMB Rockstar Cone Crushers are modern cast steel,
all roller bearing, and feature hydraulic adjustment
which enables the operator to rapidly change the
discharge setting, if required during the crushing
operation. These machines feature hydraulics which
also incorporate a tramp metal release, automatic
reset and an unblocking feature which will clear the
crushing chamber in a matter of minutes.

Re-metalling is carried out with the crushing head
in-situ. The short shaft configuration, which requires
no top bearing, enables all major components to be
removed from above, and demands minimal head
room for installation and maintenance.

The Rockstar 90 at Swinderby is a proven all roller
bearing design which provides lower power
consumption, long life, easy spares availability and
the need for a more compact lubrication system.

Fast and simple adjustment; a large unobstructed
feed opening and hydraulic control provide high
outputs of good product shape. Minimal
maintenance and unattended operation are other
major product features.

The controls of the Rockstar Cone Crushers
comprise a contactless in-cylinder transducer, and
an operating console which can be positioned
within 4.5m from the crusher. Quick release, self-
sealing couplings are used to connect the twin
hydraulic hoses that run between the crusher and
console.

The console houses the fluid tank, motorised
hydraulic pump, valves, full plc instrumentation and
push button controls. There is an option for
complete remote- control operation enabling the
crusher to be operated from a control room any
reasonable distance away.

Chassis construction

The lower main frame is a heavy-duty alloy cast
steel construction, which has been heat treated to
ensure the required level of toughness. The central
boss, which houses the main shaft, is supported by
three massive ribs and the countershaft housing.

The cast steel upper frame is supported by six
hydraulic double action cylinders. The unit is
machined to provide accurate location for the
concave support bowl assembly, which is bolted to
the upper frame.

The wedge assembly is a high grade, cast iron taper
ring machined to correspond with the inner tapered
surface of the main frame. Composite bearing pads
are bonded to its outer surface which grip on the
inner bore of the upper frame. 

On the Rockstar 90 the wedge pressure against the
upper frame is adjusted by means of 12 studs.

Liam Holland – General Manager, commented, we
had a little head scratching with the adjustment on
the automated crusher door but eventually
resolved all the issues and successfully
commissioned the project to the satisfaction of the
Swinderby team.”

Highly successful diverse projects
completed by CMB International
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CMB upgrade the
crushing
efficiency at Calf
Heath Quarry.
Calf Heath Quarry is owned and operated by
Staffordshire Sand and Gravel Company
(SSG) and is located at Gailey, Staffordshire.

The site contains deposits of building sand
and small deposits of gravel which are sold
across the weighbridge with material also
being supplied to local bagging plants.

Operations commenced 3 years ago when a
sand and gravel plant was installed on the
green field site which included a CMB BX100
Wheel Cone Crusher Plant all-electric cone
crushing plant complete with feed hopper,

feed conveyor, reconditioned
Pegson 900 cone crusher and
product conveyor which the
company had owned since 2008.
This had seen extensive service at
multiple sites that the company
operated throughout the six-years
and had been repaired several
times in this period.

Jack Franks – QM for SSG, takes up
the story, “The mobile cone supplied by CMB
back in 2008 has completed successful
crushing operations for many years across a
number of our sites and was included in the
machine line-up when we started processing
at Calf Heath. The stone is very hard and
necessitates a re-metal every 6 weeks and as
we had carried out multiple repairs on the
crusher throughout 2016, we made a
decision last December that with another
large repair looming it would make more
sense to invest in a new crusher”

Market leading quarry plant manufacturer
and supplier CMB International subsequently
manufactured and supplied a new
replacement RS150 cone crusher for the
busy operation.

Liam Holland, General Manager, commented,
“When we received the order we built and
supplied a new RS150 crusher for SSG with 5
weeks, which minimised their downtime and
had the processing operation up and running
in early January.”

The new RS150 cone receives oversize

(+20mm) which is rejected off the primary
wash screen and conveyed to the cone
which in turn recirculates the crushed
material back onto the primary screen.
Although the plant is capable of 140tph the
plant is operated well within this at 60tph.

Jack, further commented, “I can’t fault the
CMB team as they are first class and have
supported us comprehensively when we
needed them. We have every confidence in
the product they manufacture and when we
decided to invest in a new cone they turned
it around in five weeks and it was installed
and commissioned in a short time frame.”

The CMB Rockstar 150 Cone
Crusher:

The CMB Rockstar 150 Cone Crusher is a
modern cast steel, all roller bearing and
features hydraulic adjustment which enables

the operator to rapidly change the
discharge setting, if required during
the crushing operation. These
machines feature hydraulics which
also incorporate a tramp metal
release, automatic reset and an
unblocking feature which will clear
the crushing chamber in a matter of
minutes.

Re-metalling is carried out with the
crushing head in situ. The short shaft
configuration, which requires no top

bearing, enables all major components to be
removed from above, and demands minimal
head room for installation and maintenance.

The proven all roller bearing design provides
for lower power consumption, long life, easy
spares availability and the need for a more
compact lubrication system.

Product features:
• High outputs of good product shape
• Unattended operation
• Fast and simple adjustment
• Minimal maintenance
• Large unobstructed feed opening.
• Hydraulic Control

www.hub-4.com/directory/185
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BULKEX, the leading annual event for bulk
materials handling, is taking place in just a few
weeks’ time at Eastwood Hall, Nottingham on 18
and 19 October. With its line-up of topical and
technical speakers plus supporting exhibition, it
is drawing attention from far and wide.

Aimed at professionals from across the industry and those in
connected industries such as ports, cement, transport, power,
quarrying and steel, BULKEX is the ideal opportunity to learn
about upcoming projects, business-critical changes, and new
technologies. 

Seminar Focus

The highlight of BULKEX is its variety and quality of speakers –
this year increased to a dozen following the success of 2016.
The theme of Bulk Handling Today and Tomorrow focuses on
topical and technical subjects of current and future interest to
the broad audience mix. 

Delegates will be able to listen to BREXIT specialist Joe Owen
from think tank Institute for Government answer searching
questions on this significant subject. He will be discussing how
BREXIT might affect trade with the UK, what our options are
and what they mean in practice. 

Other speakers include Darryn Quayle, mining expert from
UKTI revealing opportunities for business in Chile, and Matt
Drew from Saxlund International explaining how to design a
successful alternative fuel feed system. A joint presentation
from Steven Harrison from Port of Tyne and Ian Atkinson from
engineering company CS Spencer describes the port’s biomass
handling expansion to serve Lynemouth power station. 

All-day networking

Delegates can ask questions after each presentation, and meet
the speakers over the complimentary seated lunch in the
hotel’s main restaurant. Lunch is included in the ticket price of
£60 for one day or £100 for both days.

Between presentations, BULKEX is the perfect place to meet
and greet notable names in the sector and network with

suppliers, end-users and clients both in the exhibition hall and
break-out refreshments area adjacent to the seminar room.

Exhibition extra

Leading companies from the industry will be displaying their
products and services to visitors to provide detailed
information and answer general or specific enquiries. 

Exhibitors are specialists in many different areas of bulk
handling: components supply, rollers and motorised pulleys,
bespoke design and manufacture, belt conveyors, valves,
screens, blowers, exhausters and drive technology.

Central location

BULKEX’s new venue, Eastwood Hall near Nottingham, is a
delightful Georgian hotel providing a picturesque setting for
the conference. Its Midlands location, close the Nottingham
and the M1, is easily accessible from most parts of the UK, as
requested by last year’s delegates. 

Tremendous response

Michael Kaye, President of the Materials Handling Engineers
Association, said: “Convenient location, must-hear seminars,
extensive supporting exhibition and networking par excellence
– what better reasons could there be to take some extremely
productive time away from the office?

“We have had a tremendous response to this year’s BULKEX
format, venue and speaker choices. With so much on the
horizon, from BREXIT to new UK infrastructure projects, we are
covering a great deal of ground in just two days. It’s going to
be an event you won’t want to miss.”

For more information and to register visit Bulkex.co.uk

BULKEX17 –
Bulk Handling Today
and Tomorrow

TICKET PRICES 
£60 +VAT for one day

£100 +VAT for both days

www.hub-4.com Sept 2017 - Issue 46
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Hanson Cement has made two
senior appointments within its
bulk division as part of the
company’s drive to improve
customer service. 

Phil Matthew has joined as field sales
manager and John Doolan has been
promoted to key account manager. Phil and
John will work together to strengthen new
and existing customer relationships,
reporting to Mark Hickingbottom, national
commercial director – bulk products.

Phil was previously at AB InBev, where he
held account and sales management roles.
He will manage a team of six district sales
managers and carry out internal training
sessions in order to enhance customer
service.

John, who has 27 years’ experience in the
construction industry, will work in
conjunction with Hanson’s key account
customers to set and deliver strategic plans.

Commenting on the appointments, Mark
said: “Phil and John’s combined experience
and knowledge of the company will allow
them to place Hanson’s values at the core of
their work, helping to deliver our goals of
being the most customer focused,
responsible and reliable construction
products supplier in the UK.”

After a period of employee
consultation, Volvo
Construction Equipment has
concluded the sale of its Volvo
Construction Equipment GB
dealership to long term
distribution partner SMT
Holdings SA (SMT), through
its newly established
subsidiary, Services
Machinery & Trucks Ltd.

Volvo Construction Equipment, part of
the AB Volvo Group, has completed the
divestment of its wholly owned British
dealership to SMT.

The previously announced deal, signed
on 4th July, was followed by a period of
employee consultation, and became
effective on 31st August. The sale
includes the distribution rights for
Volvo-branded construction equipment
machines, parts and aftersales in Great
Britain, as well as Volvo Construction
Equipment Great Britain’s headquarters
in Duxford, Cambridgeshire, its
nationwide operations, most other
assets and the transfer of all

employees. The existing management structure remains in place. 

SMT is already an established Volvo Group distribution partner,
distributing Volvo CE products and services in the Netherlands, Belgium
and Luxembourg, as well as 18 African nations, including Algeria,
Morocco and Nigeria. Part of the SDA Holding group, SMT had revenues
in 2016 in excess of €350 million, and is a distribution partner for other
Volvo Group companies.

SMT completes
acquisition of activities
from Volvo Construction
Equipment in Great
Britain

www.hub-4.com/directory/876

News
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Senior
appointments
to boost
cement
customer drive

L to R:  Mark Hickingbottom,
Phil Matthew & John Doolan
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Cumbria based construction equipment
machinery dealer, Taylor & Braithwaite (T&B) is
celebrating 50 years of trading this year! 

Originally started by Harold Taylor in October 1967, Trevor
Braithwaite joined soon after and T&B was born. 

Focusing solely on agricultural machinery the business was
expanded in 1971 with the purchase of a 25-acre farm at
Flitholme, Cumbria where a workshop was created and the
company began carrying out repairs to 2nd hand agricultural
machines. 

Dealing with early brands like Kuhn and Universal Tractors
and then JF Forage Harvesters and PZ; T&B began talks with
John Deere in 1992 which resulted in a franchise deal a year
later. Further expansion followed in 1992 with investment in
new premises at Sandford. This introduced more efficiency
and enabled them to demonstrate new machinery.

Hyundai Construction Equipment:

The company remained almost 100% focused on agricultural
machinery until director, Ian Burton joined the company in
2005 and took over the sales side of the business with Paul
Taylor, responsible for aftersales.

One of Ian’s first moves in 2009 was to contact Hyundai with
a view to a dealership, despite the country in recession he
saw this as a good long-term move.

Ian, commented, “Not many were interested at this point in
selling excavators, but I saw it as a great opportunity to enter
into this industry whilst it was still quiet, and be well
prepared for when the market recovered. The reason we chose
Hyundai as a brand was because they manufactured a
comprehensive range of machinery which included both
heavy-line machines alongside the midi and mini ranges.  They
didn’t have any dealer representation in the area that we
covered, so it made commercial sense to both companies.”

In September 2009 Ian met the Hyundai team in Belgium to
discuss a Hyundai dealership which was successful. T&B then
began trading in January 2010 with the Hyundai -7A
machines, and from this point on the business grew.

The following year T&B gave up their John Deere franchise as
they couldn’t agree the changes in the dealer agreement for
their area. Since then however the company has further
developed its OEM portfolio and is now the approved dealer
for leading brands including Maximus, Pronar, Wacker Neuson
(small plant), ProDem, Stihl and Yamaha and the latest
addition – Rubble Master.

Today the company’s business is more than 95% dedicated to
construction machinery. 

50th Anniversary Charity Ball

As part of Taylor & Braithwaite’s 50th anniversary celebrations
the company will host a ‘50th Anniversary Charity Celebration
Ball’ on the 6th October 2017 at the prestigious Low Wood
Bay Resort & Spa, located on Lake Windermere. 240 guests
will attend this event, which will include an ‘Auction of
Promises’ and a prize draw. The company aim to raise in
excess of £25K with all funds going to Cancer Research UK.

Ian, commented, “Cancer Research UK is a very appropriate
charity to choose as unfortunately we have all been affected
by this disease, either directly or indirectly so we delighted we
are able to host a ball to raise funds as we celebrate our 50th
anniversary.” 

Taylor & Braithwaite celebrate
50 years of business

www.hub-4.com/directory/17042

L to R: Paul Taylor, Trevor Braithwaite, Harold Taylor & Ian Burton
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Multi Million Pound Investment in
Newark by International Company
Wirtgen Group        

Major boost to the local economy as
international company Wirtgen Group invests
£9.2m in creating a new UK head office
incorporating sales, service, workshop and
storage facilities at Newark.

The German owned Wirtgen Group, whose core business is the
development and production of machinery for road
construction, maintenance and mineral processing, currently
has a base on Whisby Road in North Hykeham and a depot site
at Leicester which will be brought together at this single,
purpose built site at Newark.   

Wirtgen Limited ‘s Managing Director, Paul Holmes, said: “We
are delighted to have found the right premises solution for our
UK operation and this investment is a clear long-term
commitment by the Wirtgen Group to further develop our
business here.  The central location of the site, with good

transport links, the bespoke design and build service provided
by a trusted construction contractor and the financial package
met all our requirements. Wirtgen Limited has grown rapidly in
the past few years, creating many new jobs as we have
introduced new products and services to our customers.  The
UK economy remains robust and we have ambitious plans for
further growth to be able to meet the opportunities offered by
the diverse section of road and mineral technologies we deal
with.” 

“Our new premises will provide us with a purpose-built
building with capacity to expand in a fast-growing market and
help us raise our profile with existing and potential new
customers.”

The Lindum Joint Ventures Team has played a vital role in
bringing this project together, working closely with Wirtgen,
the landowners and key local partners including the local
authority as well as the design and construction teams. Stuart
Mitchell, Lindum JV MD said: “Lindum is delighted to have
played an important part in delivering this major investment
project for the area which will result in the creation of a
Business Park not only home to Wirtgen’s UK operation but
also other companies wanting to locate here.”

"We recognise the valued help of Newark and Sherwood
Council in making this development a reality.”

Andrew Muter, Chief Executive at Newark and Sherwood
District Council added: “We are absolutely delighted to
welcome the Wirtgen Group to Newark. This prestigious global
brand is the latest sign of confidence in Newark as a great
location for business.”

Group photo from site visit Friday 1st September.

Photo shows visitors to site to see construction underway on Friday 1 September: (l to r) Sam Elkington (Lamberts Smith Hampton), Richard Overton
(Land Owner), Andrew Muter (Chief Executive Newark & Sherwood Council), Stuart Mitchell (MD Lindum JV), Paul Holmes (MD Wirtgen Limited), Simon
Gregory (MD Lindum Construction), Andrew Hounsfield (Land Owner) and David Chambers (Chairman Lindum Group).   

www.hub-4.com/directory/6718

News
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CASE Construction Equipment launched its new CX750D, the
largest and most powerful machine in the CASE excavator
range at the recent Steinexpo exhibition, held in Europe’s
biggest basalt quarry near to Homberg in Germany.

Best in class productivity

Like all D Series excavators, the CX750D has been built to
achieve faster cycle times and to maximise productivity. 

An electronically controlled hydraulic pump and larger control
and solenoid valves boost breakout forces, increase lifting
strength and improve responsiveness. The CASE Intelligent
Hydraulic System and its four integrated control systems make
the best use of the machine’s hydraulic power and
momentum, resulting in added strength and fuel efficiency.

Operating at 512 horsepower, the CX750D is available in
standard configuration with a 335 kN bucket digging force
(with Power Boost), and mass excavation configuration with a
366 kN bucket digging force (with Power Boost), and features
a shorter boom and arm that allows for greater breakout
forces and is capable of handling larger buckets for added
capacity. 

The boom and arm, as well as the undercarriage, are all more
robust to allow for greater power and productivity, and arm
and bucket cylinders are larger to help improve performance.

And the machine can be operated in one of three operating
modes – Automatic, Heavy and Speed Priority – to provide the
optimal and most efficient use of hydraulic and engine power. 

Maximum uptime

The CX750D achieves Tier 4 Final compliance through an
innovative combination of selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
and diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) technologies, which helps
maximize uptime and performance – all with minimal
maintenance. There is no diesel particulate filter (DPF), no DPF
regeneration or associated lifetime service costs. This
guarantees maximum uptime for our customers.

The reinforced structure of the machine, especially of the
retractable undercarriage and front attachment, ensures
utmost reliability, even in the toughest and most demanding
applications.

The CX750D has been developed with the customer in mind. It
is extremely reliable and durable and uptime is maximised due
to a number of new features. Maintenance and access to the
machine are now easier because of the wider catwalks and
new guardrails for safety. All filters are grouped in the pump
compartment for simplicity and a new standard hydrostatic
reversible fan responds to actual cooling demands and reduces
power absorption and maintenance. 

CASE introduces new CX750D
excavator for best in class
productivity and maximum uptime
Bigger, stronger and faster - CASE streamlines heavy excavation line with all-
new Stage IV/ Tier 4 Final model that replaces CX700B and CX800B.
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Comfort and safety

The new CX750D features an improved cab than previous CASE
machines in this size class, and offers a fully adjustable
workstation with a new high-back seat for optimal comfort and
support. Standard rear- and side-view cameras feed a 7-inch
widescreen monitor that also provides operators with real-time
access to important performance parameters, including fuel
consumption, operating hours and machine information. The
optional CASE maximum view camera, an innovative 3 camera
system, further improve the visibility and safety around the
machine.

Terry Last
appointed
non-executive
chairman of the
DUO Group &
Denbow
International

The DUO Group companies and
Denbow International Limited are
pleased to announce that Terry Last,
previously CEO of Tarmac Ltd, and a
past President of the Institute of
Quarrying, has agreed to become Non-
Executive Chairman of the business. 

Terry has had considerable experience as an
appointed Chairman of several companies during
his career and remains Chairman of several at
present. 

Luke Talbot – Group Managing Director of the
Duo Group companies, commented, “Terry will
bring a wealth of industry experience to our
company and we are confident he will make a
huge contribution in guiding the management of
the business, and our shareholders, to become
even more effective, and help it achieve all our
growth aims.”

DUO Group is a market leading company that
provides the Aggregate, Recycling and Material
Handling Industries with a comprehensive
package of complete processing solutions,
including specific industrial applications for the
Quarrying, Recycling, Bulk Handling Industries
and Transport Infrastructure.

www.hub-4.com/directory/928
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With over 50 years powering the industry,
Powerscreen has developed and maintained an
aggressive position in the mobile crushing and
screening industry. One of Powerscreen’s key
strengths has been its strong global dealer
network who supply and support the equipment
on the ground. With decades of experience and
expert knowledge, the team within the Blue
Group in the UK has been a leading example of
excellence in Powerscreen customer support. 

Blue Machinery Central currently covers the northern region of
England and it has been announced that the company is to
increase their territory for both Powerscreen and EvoQuip
crushing and screening equipment to include the East
Midlands and East Anglia.  The company, which is part of the
Blue Group, will take responsibility for the territory from June
1st 2017.

Blue Machinery Central’s head office is located in Wincham,
Cheshire and has been both supplying and servicing
Powerscreen crushers and screens since Blue Group’s inception
in 2004.  In fact, the Group was formed when four
Powerscreen dealers from across the UK came together to pool
their experience, meaning the organisation has unrivalled
knowledge of Powerscreen and Terex mobile crushing and
screening equipment.  

Terex, via the Powerscreen and EvoQuip brands offer a wide
range of equipment, all of which is manufactured to the
highest specification to not only ensure maximum uptime and
output when processing but also a very strong resale value.
From the 3.3 tonne EvoQuip Harrier to the 69 tonne
Powerscreen Premiertrak 600, the two ranges offer machinery
for a wide range of business sizes, applications and budgets.

Initially two members of the Blue Central Sales Team will cover
these new areas, supporting customers in relation to new
product sales, servicing and spare parts.

Aidan McGeary, Managing Director at Blue Central said, “It’s
another progressive step for Blue Central and The Group as a
whole.  Our experience of these machines is second-to-none
and we are able to offer outstanding aftersales support to
customers due to our service backup and dedicated spare
parts facility.  We’re looking forward to working with this new
customer base supplying these world leading brands and
supporting their businesses whenever it’s required.”

Blue Central will also have engineers, based in the territory to
support previous and new machinery sales.  These trained
specialists will be managed via the internal Service Support
team located at Central’s head office, and can be reached via
01606 261262.

Sean McGeary, Sales Director at Blue Central also commented,
“As a company we are very delighted to be growing our
territory with these leading crushing and screening brands.  We
are also fully committed to offering the best possible support
available in the market and hope to build a number of new
and lasting relationships with customers in these areas”.

Speaking of the appointment International Sales Director for
Powerscreen, Stephen McCartney confirmed “From our long-
standing existing relationship with Blue Machinery Central we
know that our customers in the East Midlands and East Anglia
area will be very well supported. 

For more information on Powerscreen and EvoQuip Crushing
and Screening equipment , go to www.bluegroup.co.uk or call
Blue 0345 217 8755.

www.hub-4.com/directory/2260

Blue Central take on New
Powerscreen & EvoQuip Territory

L to R: Barry O’Hare - Powerscreen European Sales Mgr. &
Aidan McGeary MD - Blue Central
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Blue Central
take on New
Powerscreen
& EvoQuip
Territory

www.hub-4.com/directory/7073

Teamwork between S Norton & Co
Ltd and its customer AR
Demolition successfully completed
the demolition and clearance of
redundant processing plant at a
remote granite quarry on the west
coast of Scotland.

The Liverpool-based metals recycler provided
specialist support for the Midlands
demolition company in processing and
transporting more than 1,500 tonnes of scrap
steel by boat from the Glensanda Super
Quarry, near Oban.

Significant investment in upgrading and
constructing new facilities by the quarry
owner Aggregate Industries had left a former
workshop, crusher house, conveyor system
and ‘glory hole’ building earmarked for
demolition. With huge reserves on site, the
now-redundant structures were preventing
progress on further extraction and needed to
be removed.

The quarry’s isolated location on the banks of
Loch Linnhe meant the only viable access
solution for heavy plant and equipment was
by barge from the mainland to the quarry
port, an hour’s sail away.

Working with AR Demolition’s oxy cutting
team, S Norton & Co’s operatives used
thermic lances to process the oversize scrap
pieces into manageable standard sizes of 5ft
x 2ft to allow for suitable storage on the ship
and best price for the customer.

The 20-metre high crusher building had housed some very
heavy castings that were too large to be dealt with by the
excavator-mounted shears. Weighing in excess of 50 tonnes,
these required specialist removal and disposal by the AR and S
Norton teams.

To remove the material from the port, AR Demolition had
considered using bulk tippers; however this would have
increased the time for the project and massively impacted
traffic on the local roads.

Having looked at the alternatives, S Norton & Co was asked to
supply a 3,000-tonne capacity coaster to ship the material to
their Liverpool base for further processing. The teams loaded
the vessel in under two days.

S Norton & Co’s Contracts Manager Kenny McKeen explained
how they were called in for their specialist expertise in
processing some of the scrap and the type of vessel to carry it
back to Liverpool for subsequent export.

He said: “It was a highly unusual job due to the remoteness
and inaccessibility of the site. We sent two men with burning

equipment and lances who assisted in the processing and
loading of the metal and worked as part of AR’s team.

“One of the key challenges was the draft in the bay where the
vessel docks and the depth of water was a major
consideration, requiring close liaison with the harbourmaster.
It was the furthest distance we’d ever sent our men on a
project and everything went as smoothly as clockwork!”

Commenting on what had been one of their ‘most complex
and challenging projects’ to date,  A R Demolition Managing
Director Richard Dolman said: “S Norton’s specialist expertise
had been extremely helpful, especially with cutting up the
larger pieces of metal that required particular skill. They also
provided valuable assistance with loading the freighter they
had chartered to transport the scrap metal to Liverpool.”

He added: “The quarry’s remote location presented unusual
logistics in that everything had to be transported by water;
that made a relatively normal project unusual!”

S Norton & Co, a family-owned firm, is one of the UK’s
prominent metals recyclers with sites in Liverpool, Manchester,
Southampton and London.
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Weakening mineral planning system
could threaten future supplies for
construction

www.hub-4.com/directory/13448

Nigel Jackson, Chief Executive of the Mineral
Products Association (MPA) has written to the
Communities and Local Government Secretary,
Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP, asserting the need to
continue cutting red tape in the extraction
industry, support mineral planning and protect
the Managed Aggregate Supply System
(MASS).

These key inter-related issues potentially affect the Mineral
Products industry’s ability to ensure that the construction
industry can continue to be supplied with one million tonnes a
day of essential mineral products. If the Government takes no
action, it will undermine any attempts to fix a broken housing
market and supply significant infrastructure projects that are
planned over the next 5 to 10 years.

Firstly, the Cutting Red Tape review of mineral extraction,
which the Government introduced in acknowledgement of the
cumulative impacts of environmental and other regulation and
a drive to secure £10bn of reduced costs for business, has
stalled. It is imperative that momentum is regained, and that
the Government continues to support the industry. Forming a
joint Government/industry Strategic Group would enable
detailed due diligence on developing more effective regulation
through better implementation to be taken
forward/undertaken.

Secondly, ensuring the provision of the 3.2 to 3.8bn tonnes of
materials required to underpin the anticipated needs of the
construction sector to 2030 needs active management to
guarantee the right resources are made available when
required. Inter-regional flows ensure a steady supply of
mineral resources around the country, but localism has
weakened their operation and delivery and devolution has
added further complications given that material movements
cross national boundaries. Rail depots and marine wharves,
are critical to regional flows, require safeguarding as the need
for housing progressively
encroaches upon them. 

MPA is supportive of the National
Planning Policy Framework, yet
stewardship of mineral planning by
the Department for Communities
and Local Government (DCLG) has
withered since 2015. Expert mineral
planning resources must be in
place, particularly as constraints on
future supply are emerging and are
likely to increase. 

Thirdly, Local Aggregate
Assessments (LAAs), which
Aggregate Working Parties (AWPs)
depend on in order to make plans,
are based on historic levels of
activity. LAA methodology is set out
in DCLG guidance but, in the
absence of updated National
Guidelines to provide an objective
statement of future demand for

construction materials, the approach is backward looking as
mineral planning authorities and AWPs are not equipped to
properly consider future demand and coordinate supply
between areas.  This is creating inconsistencies and, in turn,
tensions between mineral planning authorities and AWPs.

Further, AWP funding is uncertain. That, coupled with the loss
of capacity in the Minerals and Waste Division at DCLG means
that MASS is now seriously at risk. This feels perverse given
recent proposals in the Housing White Paper, which embraces
a sound evidence base to support the timely and effective
delivery of local planning processes.

Commenting, Nigel Jackson, Chief Executive of the MPA said:
“All recent Governments have failed to make the link between
their ambitions for building more houses and renewing and
extending our national infrastructure and the essential mineral
products upon which the construction industry relies. Current
fascination with ‘off site manufacturing’ and an apparent bias
towards timber construction are distractions and we must not
ignore the need for 1 million tonnes per day of aggregates,
concrete and asphalt which form the vast majority of the
construction supply chain. 

Ensuring adequate supplies of aggregates around the country
relies upon an efficient mineral planning system which
encourages companies to submit planning applications for
more aggregate reserves. Over recent years the system has
been withering with vital staff and resources in both local and
central Government being cut, not replaced or diverted.
Eventually we will pay a price and the system that has
operated reasonably well since the mid –‘70’s will fail to
deliver the mineral and in turn mineral products we need at
the right levels to feed the construction industry. Government
needs to wake up and ‘make the link’ while there is still time
to act.”
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Cumbrian based Ashcroft Plant Cumbria Ltd
purchased a Sandvik QJ341 jaw crusher and
QE341 scalper to cater for their needs in their
expanding recycling business.

Established in 1994 Ashcroft Plant Cumbria Ltd. originated as
a one man band, founded and managed by Chris Ashcroft.
Over the past decade, the company has expanded into a
profitable business and has 110 employees, up to 50
subcontractors and a turnover of 10 million pounds. They
specialize in groundworks, civil engineering & demolition
projects throughout Cumbria, Northumberland, Lancashire and
South West Scotland.  

A key part of the expansion has been the recycling aspect of
the business. Ashcroft decided to develop its own recycling
yard two years ago and initially brought equipment in on hire
to process the recycled material.  With the increasing need to
supply usable aggregates for their own projects and for resale
to other clients, Chris decided to invest in his own mobile
crushing and screening plant for his site early in 2016. 

Having hired Sandvik equipment previously, Chris Ashcroft
was already familiar with the range of equipment offered by
Sandvik Mobile Crushers and Screens. He contacted Sandvik
and a demonstration was organized of a Sandvik QJ341 jaw
crusher and QE341 heavy duty scalper in April this year.
Following the demonstration, Chris took no convincing that
these mobile units were the right machines for the job and
signed the contract straight away. “Sandvik had the right
products for our needs. The salesman was very
knowledgeable, understood our requirements and put the
right deal on the table” said Chris. 

Focus on fuel economy 

The QJ341 is the perfect solution for their recycling
application. Featuring a 1200 x 750mm C12 single toggle jaw,
it has a hydraulically adjustable CSS, and user-friendly PLC
control system with colour screen for ease of operation. Fitted
with a CAT fixed speed engine, the QJ341 is extremely
economical. This back to basics engine brings with it many
additional customer advantages, generating more horsepower
and requiring no AdBlue or EGR, so is therefore very easy to
operate. “We have found the fuel economy to be good”
comments Chris. “Production rates are excellent, especially in
clean material”.  

Ideal for their recycling site and for processing asphalt is the
reverse crush function.  This feature helps to relieve blockages,
which combined with the hydraulically lowering main
conveyor is a key benefit of the QJ341 in recycling
applications. 

Quick and easy to configure

Purpose built for heavy duty recycling applications, the QE341
makes the perfect match for the QJ341. Whether it’s working
before or after a primary crusher or as a standalone unit, the
QE341 is designed to deliver high production with clean
separation. 

One of the features which impressed Ashcroft is the ability to
configure the unit with reversed side conveyors or conveyors
positioned on one side, unique in this product category. This
proves particularly beneficial in tight confined spaces often
found in recycling applications. 

Ashcroft Plant impressed with fuel
economy from Sandvik crushing and
screening duo

Quarrying
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Other attributes of the QE341 are the modular frame design
of the screenbox and hydraulic jack-up screen facility, both of
which enable quick and easy changeover of screen media.
This saves time and money when Ashcroft need to change the
screen mesh over for processing different material. The
machine is currently fitted with a 25mm mesh in the top deck
and 6 mm piano wire in the bottom deck for processing
topsoil. 

The QE341 also comes complete with features designed to
improve the experience for the operator. It is equipped with a
one-touch sequential start / stop facility with colour-coded
numerical push button functions.  The power pack provides
easy access for maintenance and to help keep operating costs
to a minimum, the QE341 is powered by a CAT C4.4 83kW
engine with a fuel consumption less than 15 l/h. The model
also comes with two speed tracking which helps to reduce
travel time between job sites. 

Not missed a beat

Chris Ashcroft has now been using the QJ341 and QE341 for 6
months and they have proven the ideal fit for his recycling
and demolition business.  He has been very pleased with the
performance and reliability of the equipment and aftermarket
support from Sandvik.  “The QE341 has not missed a beat
since the day it was delivered” comments Chris.  “Service has
been good and any issues we have experienced have been
resolved quickly”.  

Continually expanding, Ashcroft has acquired a larger depot
for their head office this year and looking to the future, Chris
concludes by adding that Sandvik would definitely be in the
running if they were to purchase another machine for his
operation. 

Quarrying
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RUBBLE MASTER
appoint Taylor &

Braithwaite as distributor
for Northern UK

RUBBLE MASTER, the world market leader in
mobile compact crushing has recently entered
into a partnership with Taylor and Braithwaite
(T&B) as exclusive distributor for their products
in the northern part of the UK. The company
situated in Appleby focusses on offering premium
brands from companies who are well respected in
their respective industries – RUBBLE MASTER
(RM) fits this match entirely.

"We are delighted to have found a partner in Taylor and
Braithwaite", says Gerald Hanisch CEO of RUBBLE MASTER,
"they are extremely professional and have an excellent
operational set-up and attitude to push the RUBBLE MASTER
products to even higher levels. We appreciate their commitment
to customer satisfaction and expect great results in the future." 

Currently celebrating their 50th Anniversary, T&B are a market
leader in the field of equipment for construction and recycling
and it made commercial sense to combine the competencies
and market the RM impact crushers in the northern UK market.

Shaun Montgomery, sales manager at RM, and Ian Burton, sales
director at T&B, are looking forward to a valuable and successful
business relationship, which has already started with the first
RM 90GO! Sold.

"We have common interests and with the first RM 90GO!
already delivered, we are off to a great start. Their second
machine has been ordered and I am sure we will be looking at
taking a few more orders in the near future", commented
Shaun.

Ian Burton commented, “We are looking forward to bringing the
Rubble Master range to our existing customers as well as also
introducing these innovative machines to new customers. RM’s
philosophy is about giving their customers reassurance that they
have the company’s support at all times, one which mirrors our
own and why I believe this relationship can only be of benefit to
our customers.”

Both RM and T&B are now planning sales workshops, training
and customer visits that will all take place in the next few
weeks. All this geared to increasing RUBBLE MASTER’s already
leading market share even higher.

www.hub-4.com/directory/17042
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Family-owned sand and gravel quarry, MB
Wilkes, is using two 28-tonne capacity Terex
Trucks articulated haulers to move material
around its longstanding facility in Corfe Mullen,
Dorset.

Originally purchased in the 1950s for timber production, the
story of MB Wilkes’ Henbury Quarry in Dorset is one of an
accidental find. “Our grandfather Harold Wilkes bought this
land in the early fifties to take lumber off of it and one day,
one falling tree hit another tree exposing its roots,” says Paul
Wilkes, director at MB Wilkes. “At the time of the incident, he
was with his friend Harry J Palmers, a local builder, who said
‘That looks good’, and after sieving out a small quantity of
sand he made a little wall with it and everything basically
went from there.” 

Following further exploration of the area, quarrying on the
site began in 1958 and MB Wilkes was officially established in
1964. It wasn’t long before Harold’s son Michael joined the
company to help continue to build on its solid foundations
and, in turn, Michael then passed ownership to his two sons
David and Paul in the early 90s. With more than half a century
in the industry, the family-run business is now a leading
supplier of aggregates and building materials throughout
Dorset, and the surrounding counties from its Corfe Mullen
head office. 

Known for its high-quality products offered at competitive
prices, MB Wilkes manufactures and distributes a wide range
of topsoil, sand, gravel, and decorative stone. As a progressive
business built on expert knowledge, the company also

operates a facility for recycling waste aggregates such as
brick rubble, concrete, and soil. To this effect, MB Wilkes owns
an extensive fleet of machinery to service the needs of the
site and has equipment such as articulated haulers, tippers,
grab trucks, loading shovels, dozers, and excavators.

Solid partnership

As a longstanding Terex Trucks’ customer, MB Wilkes bought
its first articulated dump truck in 1999 after the TA30
impressed over competitor brands. The company then looked
to Terex Trucks again in 2008 when it made the decision to
add a machine to its fleet to increase productivity and opted
for another TA30, which was supplied by TDL Equipment.

Paul says: “When we bought the first articulated truck we
were looking at other brands, but Terex Trucks’ products were
the best – the fuel efficiency was good, it was reliable and
simple to drive.”

“It had cross diff-locks as well which a lot of others didn't
have at the time,” adds David Wilkes, director at MB Wilkes.

Concrete groundwork

Well suited to the application, Terex Trucks’ 28-tonne
capacity haulers have proved to be a perfect match
for the Henbury Quarry. “Customer
satisfaction is at the top of our list and
we’re proud of the material we produce
at Henbury Quarry,” explains David.
Renowned for its premium products,
MB Wilkes’ highest quality building
sand is Corfe 1 and it’s favoured by
customers due to its versatility as it’s
suitable for all applications. The
extraction process for Corfe 1
requires machinery at Henbury
Quarry to descend close to 80 feet
below the surface.

The geology of the quarry is made up of
various layers of material with grey
gravel at the very top. The gravel
fades into ginger hogging,
which then transitions to sand,
sandstone and then a soft
ginger sand. Finally, there's a
vast amount of overburden
and it is beneath this that
bright yellow sand, known
as Corfe 1, is found deep
in the earth.

David explains: “We are
using dozers, excavators,
and Terex Trucks’
articulated haulers to
remove the overburden
and dig deeper to be able
to get access to Corfe 1
sand, which we then sell
on to the brick
manufacturers.”

Terex 28-tonne haulers build
reliable reputation in Dorset

Quarrying
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Smooth performance

Expertly designed to take on a variety of terrains and move
the harshest materials, sand has shown itself to be the trucks’
biggest challenge at the Henbury Quarry, particularly when
wet. Nonetheless, the machines built in Motherwell, Scotland,
have stood the test of time working nine hours a day, in all
weather conditions.

David explains: “In the past, we always had one dump truck
on standby, but now we are working to capacity and so we
use both most of the time. Following the installation of a new
wash plant last year, the dump trucks are now moving
material to and from the quarry as part of the production
process.” 

The trucks, which are also used to dump material in the
customer loading areas, have also found favour with MB
Wilkes’ operators. Designed with the driver in mind, the
articulated haulers feature front suspension and a spacious
ergonomic cabin offering maximum operator comfort. David
adds: “We’ve found that the tyres wear very well and our
operators frequently comment on how smooth the drive is in
the dump truck – one even said it was better than his road
car!”

Terex Trucks is a manufacturer of off-highway rigid and
articulated trucks that are used in mining, quarrying and
construction applications around the world. Headquartered in
Motherwell, Scotland, UK, Terex Trucks (a division of Volvo
Construction Equipment) has four models of rigid haulers with
proven designs and payloads ranging from 41 to 91 tonnes,
and three models of articulated haulers with payloads ranging
from 25 to 38 tonnes, in its portfolio.

Quarrying
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Skene Group Construction Services Ltd of
Glenrothes, Fife, has added a second Volvo
L220H loading shovel to work at its Soutra
Mains Quarry facility which joins the very first
L220H sold in Great Britain three years ago.

Joining its three-year-old brother, the new recruit has been
similarly specified to carry out duties in the rehandling and
stocking out area at Skene Group’s Soutra Mains quarry. As
with all of the Skene Group’s mobile fleet, the machine
proudly displays its striking Skene Group logo and has been
equipped with XMineD2 tyres and a 5.6m³ rehandling bucket,
auto-lube and boom suspension. The 32-tonne shovel is
powered by a 13-litre stage-IV final engine developing 373hp
in a relatively low rpm range of between 1,300 and 1,400
rpm.  The original machine has lived up to the expectations of
Joint Managing Director, Darren Forrester, with regards to
productivity, machine uptime and fuel economy and savings: 

“The first L220H machine here at Soutra Mains replaced a
smaller L180F to increase production and we considered the
specification closely in order to achieve just a two-bucket pass
loading out eight-wheeled lorries,” says Darren. “We’ve now
added a second L220H on the strength of the reliability and
productivity of the three year-old machine and in total we
now run four loading shovels to cope with ever increasing
demands on our production output since we introduced block-
making and ready-mix production facilities in April 2015.” 

As with Skene Group’s existing fleet of Volvo branded
equipment, these newest arrivals have been supplied with
Volvo’s Blue service agreements which are based on a fixed
rate per scheduled service and a fixed rate for mileage,
including oil sampling and regular inspections to be reviewed
on an annual basis. “The decision to outsource the regular
servicing, inspections and oil sampling back to the original

manufacture makes perfect sense in our opinion,” says
Darren. “Having Volvo looking after the equipment with their
own trained engineers using genuine parts with the proper
disposal of all used oils and materials gives us both peace of
mind, and a tight control on each machine’s life time cost.” 

The Skene Group has enjoyed steady growth since it was
founded in 1968 by Donald Skene. It became a limited
company in the late 1970s with the launch of its civil
engineering, road building operations and demolition
activities, then diversified into minerals in the 1980s,
quarrying sand, gravel and hard rock deposits. The 1990s saw
further expansion, this time into pre-cast and ready-mixed
concrete products. Managing Director, Neil Skene, joined the
business in 1984 and now oversees all its divisions providing
sand and gravel quarrying, hard rock quarrying, concrete
products and construction services along with Joint Managing
Director, Darren Forrester.

Another Volvo loader for Skene Group
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Situated near
Sheringham, Norfolk,
Gresham Gravels
operate a sand and
gravel operation which
has recently benefitted
from the installation of
a new Terex®Aggwash
60 modular wash plant
supplied by DUO
(Europe) Plc.

Located on a greenfield 25-acre site the operation
commenced in May 2016 and is managed by the two
directors of the project – Robert Batt and Nicolas Deterding. 

With permission to quarry an area that contains 1.6 million
tonnes of sand and gravel coupled with a very high demand
locally, the future looks good for Gresham Gravels.

Nicholas Deterding – Gresham Gravel’s MD, commented, “We
have been quite lucky from the start as we landed some very
big contracts, because as new boys on the block we could
have been ignored. One of our strengths has been Lenny
Allison who has been in the aggregate business in this area
for decades and is very well known and has been a big asset
from day one.”

Having operated an old Powerscreen plant from the start the
directors were keen to acquire a wash plant that would
provide more efficiency and deal with some localised over-
burden clay issues they had on-site and return more overall
profitability.

Although they had looked at the marketplace very carefully
the final decision was not made on price, but on plant build
and performance, with the Gresham team deciding that the
DUO offering was exactly what they needed to move the
business forward.

John McGlinn – DUO Sales Manager, commented, “After initial
conversations and the realisation that in the past they had to
be very selective where they dug material due to the clay
content in the over-burden layer, it was easy to recommend
the Terex®Aggwash 60 with a logwash to break up the clay.
They had to pre-screen the material in the previous operation
therefore I was confident that not only would this save them
time and make the operation more efficient they would also
have more saleable material.”

Nicholas added, “After we put in the civils and stock bays to
avoid contaminated material the engineers arrived from DUO
and although it was a bank holiday weekend they assembled
and commissioned the plant very quickly.”

“It really works very well, as at the start to test the plant we
went specifically where we knew there was a fair bit of clay
and the plant processed everything efficiently which makes
life a lot simpler. We can now process all of the over-burden
layer and our saleable product has increased. We were already
fortunate to have a very low overall silt content of 4% and
we now have the ability to market material that we had
previously only sold as sand fill.”

The new wash plant has been supplied by the English and
Welsh dealer for Terex Washing Systems (TWS) - DUO (Europe)
Plc who are an industry leading supplier of innovative wash
plants and have an outstanding pedigree in the marketplace
for innovative solutions, customer support and expertise in the
field to meet customers’ individual needs.

The sand and gravel plant:

The award-winning Terex® Aggwash 60 is a new modular
wash plant that brings together for the first time, rinsing,
screening, scrubbing and sand washing capabilities on a
single transportable chassis. Primarily designed for the
processing of construction and demolition waste but equally
suited to virgin material applications; the Aggwash 60 can
produce four grades of aggregate and up to two grades of
sand.

DUO increase efficiency and
reliability for Gresham Gravels

Quarrying
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L-R: Lenny Allison, Nicholas Deterding-
Director, John McGlinn Sales Mgr. DUO
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Capable of operating at 60tph the Terex®Aggwash 60 2-deck
modular wash plant which is fed with ‘as dug’ material via a
7.5m³ hopper feeder. This material is then conveyed onto the
8 x 4 single deck rinsing screen which is fitted with a half
deck impact protection deck to wash the oversize and sand,
with all +40 oversize being fed via a chute to stockpile. A split
bottom deck, 2mm and 5mm provides the feed to produce the
required two sands. 

The Sheringham AggreSand™ 60 consists of two Linatex
125/100 pumps and two G4 375 cyclones to produce two
clean in-specification sands. A specially designed rubber-lined
underflow box allows blending to take place so that an
acceptable coarse and fine sand ratio can be achieved. These
sands are then delivered to separate radial conveyors and
stockpiled. 

Any remaining material then feeds into the twin shaft
PowerScrub™ Logwasher where the material is scrubbed,
with the clay and contaminants removed. 

The PowerScrub™ Logwasher consists of a 6.5m angle
adjustable hull fitted with twin rotating shafts fitted with
25mm abrasion resistant blades. The blades convey the
material from the feed end of the scrub to the 8 x 4 double-
deck rinsing/sizing screen which splits the required products
of 10mm, 20mm and 40mm aggregate which are then
stockpiled via integral conveyors.

As the material travels through the hull the abrasive action of
the aggregate as it collides with other aggregate (stone on
stone) scrubs it clean and breaks up any clay conglomerates
which are then floated off through the back of the
PowerScrub™. >
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Any organics such as roots or plastics are also floated off to
be dewatered over the PowerScrub™ 6 x 2 trash screen.
Underflow from the trash screen is received in a catch box
under the screen and then gravity fed to the sump tank under
the hull.

Scrubbed aggregate exits the main discharge of the
PowerScrub™ Logwasher onto a high-energy 8 x 4 part-
rinsing sand screen which is capable of de-watering up to
70tph. 

The initial section of this screen is fitted with spray bars to
rinse off any sand or grit residues produced during scrubbing.
The rinsed grit is captured in a partial catch box under the
screen and is piped to the sump tank below the hull to join
the trash screen underflows. This sump tank is fitted with a
100/100 centrifugal pump which pumps this dirty water back
to the AggWash™ 60 sand plant to recover any sand and
make maximum use of internal water. Sand is then delivered
by conveyor to stockpile.

John McGlinn, further commented, “The Terex® Aggwash 60 is
an ideal plant for this type of operation at Sheringham
offering a fully modular, pre-wired and pre-plumbed electric
powered wash plant that will fit in a relatively small footprint.
With a heavy-duty robust build, it is ideal for rugged
operating environments and with a quick set-up time
(approximately 1 week) it offers an environmentally friendly
operation with zero exhaust emissions."

Quarrying
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Nicholas, concluded, “We have had no
quality issues with material sold, the end-
product results in the sand with a 12%
moisture which can go pretty much straight
onto a truck. It’s a great plant that supplies
us with very saleable products.”

Total Solutions:

TWS provides cohesive solutions for all
material and mineral washing needs through
their English and Welsh dealer - DUO.
Focussing solely on providing solutions to
quarry, aggregate, mining and C&D recycling
industries it is dedicated in providing
reliable, high quality and very productive
equipment. This is achieved through a broad
product portfolio which offers modular,
mobile and static wash plants with the
ability to work in many applications.
Meeting individual materials and mineral
washing needs to achieve today’s stringent
specifications of clean material is at the top
of the agenda.

The TWS portfolio offers excellent reliability,
ease of transport and fast onsite installation,
which are key features of the innovative
washing solutions - the AggreSand™ and
AggreScrub™ Range.

www.hub-4.com/directory/928
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Con Mech Engineers have
expanded the range of blademaster
Wear Parts Replacement Kits to
include Bell Wheel Loaders. 

Each kit includes all the edges, blades, end
plates and nuts & bolts needed to refurbish
many of the most popular buckets in the UK
market. The range was launched earlier this
year for CAT, Volvo & Komatsu Wheeled
Loaders and CAT & Komatsu Dozers. The kits
received a positive response as they offer the
convenience of a one stop replacement &
refurbishment solution.

The kit for the Bell L1806 Wheeled Loader
includes a centre blade, two end blades and a
full set of nuts & bolts to fit the kit. The kit
for the Bell L2606 includes right & left hand
edges, along with a full set of nuts & bolts to
fit the kit. Each kit can be conveniently
ordered using a single Kit Reference Number.

Con Mech Engineers are the UK’s leading
manufacturer of Ground Engaging Tool with a
catalogue of over 14,000 wear parts for
excavators, dozers, loaders, graders and
numerous other applications. 

Con Mech’s Ground Engaging Tools are
manufactured in our specialist heat treatment
and quenching facility, to the very latest
ISO9001 2015 quality control standard. Con
Mech supply many of the world’s leading
construction & mining equipment
manufacturers as well bucket builders &
repairers. 

blademaster wear parts are all cut & drilled
BEFORE heat treatment & quenching. This
enables the machined pieces to achieve a
fully through-hardened microstructure
throughout the thickness of the product,
especially around the edges and holes.  This is
a significant advantage over parts produced
from pre-hardened wear plate, where induced
heat from gas cutting can create soft spots
which can reduce the service life of the
component. 

Con Mech Engineers do not stop at offering a
great product. We offer a great service as
well, with quick delivery times from the
manufacturer and an unrivalled customer
service.

New BAIONI track-mounted
plant, the first combined
crushing and screening
operations for excellent sand
production

Con Mech
expands the range
of blademaster
Wear Parts
Replacement Kits
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Baioni has expanded its offering for the quarrying
industry with the new Baioni BaicombiTrack MIL 1000S
equipment. With this brand new tracked installation
Baioni aims to offer 'combined groups' for the crushing
and screening of quarry aggregates and for all quarry
operators. 

Totally designed and commissioned under specific requirements for a
Swiss quarry owner, the  BaicombiTrack MIL 1000S features a heavy-duty
reversible impact crusher for a tertiary crushing stage and a triple-deck
vibrating screen W 500/3 for an overall otuput of 120/258 tonnes per
hour. It allows extremely flexible productions for sand and gravel
applications, also ideal for the treatment of washed components; max
feed size up to 80 mm, the plant is capable of producing the following
final selections: 0-4, 0-8, 0-22, 8-22, +22 mm but it is by acting
hydraulically on the transversal belts that the plant allows for endless
selections. 

The applications of the BaicombiTrack MIL 1000S plant are diverse. A
variety of suitable screen surfaces are available for attaining different final
grain sizes and for different feed material.

The BaicombiTrack MIL 1000S, like all other groups of the track-mounted
BaiTrack range, is electrically driven, though a hydraulic version is
available. What attracts the client to Baioni is the dual drive choice, the
'infinite combinations and selections available' for each type of aggregate
according to his needs – e.g. three selections +recycling, three selections
on one belt+recycling, etc.

Special focus has been paid to the transport mass: the plant is divided
into sub-units to allow rapid assembly and disassembly. Despite the size
and volume with which it is manufactured, the BaicombiTrack MIL 1000S
has standard dimensions for transport purposes and complies with road
regulations. 

The new BaicombiTrack MIL 1000S added to the Baioni product portfolio
is fully backed by Baioni's worldwide after sales service. The service
contact is made available directly from the Italy headquarters to the
customers so that they have efficient direct support when necessary. The
Baioni service team is available for onsite assistance for installation,
trouble-shooting, training and other customer needs. All track-mounted
equipment features remote access to the PLC control systems installed on
board to expedite customer assistance if required. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/2889
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are you facing?
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Wear comes in different forms and each has a different
impact on the service life of your machine. Sliding wear
and impact wear are the most common.  Squeezing wear
occurs when abrasive particles become trapped in a
narrow gap between two rigid surfaces. 
Sliding

In sliding wear, abrasive objects are free to slide and roll. By selecting a harder Hardox grade,
service life can be improved considerably.

Impact

In impact wear, the materials hit the surface of the wear component at various
angles. A harder grade of Hardox will deliver a longer service life here as well. 

Squeezing 

With squeezing wear, the improvement in service life of wear components
is more difficult to quantify. However, an increased Hardox plate hardness

often improves the service life significantly.

Each type of material being recycled is unique and has differing wear
results, and coupled with the different types of wear, choosing the
optimum material for your application is not always obvious.

After extensive research and a software development going back
over fifteen years, SSAB is able to give a clearer view of results
using WearCalc.  The WearCalc software, available from our
Technical Managers, describes and calculates the relative
differences between materials.  It allows you to predict
relative wear life and compare different wear solutions. 

Recycling processes like the fragmentizing of waste places
enormous demands on equipment.

Choosing the optimum wear plate for your application can
bring substantial benefits in terms of overall cost,
productivity, maintenance, reliability.

It is important that the wear plate you choose is hard
enough, but also tough enough to withstand the
demands of the process e.g. resistance to cracking.
Hardox is designed to be both hard and tough – but
also consistent; being able to predict the service life
of component parts has operational benefits.
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With its combination of high hardness,
high strength and good toughness,
Hardox can be used in a variety of
applications, including crushing, sorting
and transporting. What’s the secret of
Hardox’s top performance? The
production processes include the state-
of-the-art metallurgical cleaning of steel
and a unique hardening process,
resulting in wear plates with
outstanding hardness, toughness and
workshop friendliness.

Expertise at your service

In addition to plate, SSAB provides you
with expertise, sharing knowledge with
you through their Technical Support
functions. The Technical Support consists
of experts that can help optimize your
product from a design perspective and
is committed to developing the
technical knowledge of wear. 

SSAB remains committed to Research
and Development; wear solutions and
continued development of new steel
grades, as well as the optimization of
existing grades.  This does not only
apply to Hardox but all steel grades
produced by SSAB.

Hardox wearparts centres – the
one stop shop for wear
products and services

Hardox Wear Plate is world renowned
for its strength and durability, even in
the harshest, most aggressive operating
environments. Now, customers can
benefit from a specialist service
providing high quality replacement
parts for a wide range of quarry and
mining machinery and equipment,
delivered through a network of
regionally based Hardox Wearparts
Centres.

As a global initiative, there are Hardox
Wearparts Centres operating in more

than 40 countries
around the world. In
the UK, there are
currently ten
strategically located
Wearparts Centres,
from Scotland in the
north, Northern
Ireland through to
South Wales and South
East England covering
all the primary
industrial centres - and
this figure is expected
to increase further
over the coming years.

Each Hardox Wearparts Centre has
access to the complete product
programme and full technical support

provided by SSAB for its Hardox brand,
which translates to an extremely
comprehensive offering of wear parts
and services for the quarry and mining
industry.

Services include:

• Site visits and technical advice –
including technical analysis of
requirements and measurements.

• In-house design engineering –
redesign of replacement components
to provide longer operational life
using in-house CAD/CAM and
worldwide reference data base.

• Component manufacture – including
collection of components and
comprehensive in-house
manufacturing services.

• Delivery and install – direct delivery
and full installation and re-
commissioning of replacement parts.

• On-site welding services – an
extended service offering, with
specialist welding vans creating the
possibility to make on-site repairs.

• Ongoing support services – including
service agreements, real life wear
performance and analysis, plus wear
monitoring analysis.

One of the benefits of using Hardox
Wearparts Centres is their access to
literally thousands of wear products for
buckets, tippers, crushers, dozers,
shovels, chutes, feeders and pulverisers,
plus many more. Accuracy and product
quality are key drivers in the business
and linked to this significant parts
resource, enables replacement wear
products to be manufactured, often to
higher specification standards, to suit
customers specific operating
requirements. Hardox Wearparts Centres
will undertake the complete
replacement or upgrade of a wear part,
from initial discussion and site visit,
specification recommendation, design
and manufacture to installation.

With their strategic regional locations,
Hardox Wearparts Centres can often
react faster to get replacement wear
parts installed quicker than many
traditional sources and this, coupled
with their knowledge and support
through SSAB has proved to be a
winning combination for its industry
customers.

For more information on Hardox please
visit www.hardoxwearparts.com 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17074
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A fifth-generation family-owned sand and
gravel quarry in Jersey is reaping the benefits
after the delivery of a new Terex Finlay 684 2-
Deck screener.

Based in St. Ouen’s Bay, on the west coast of the island,
Simon Sand and Gravel Limited has noticed greater efficiency
onsite since the arrival of the plant.

Supplied by Finlay Plant Southern – part of the Finlay Group
of companies – the Terex Finlay 684 is only being run one day
a week, as in that time it is powering through enough
material to meet the requirements of the business.  

Jason Simon, owner of Simon Sand and Gravel Limited –
which was established in 1909 – said: “Since the purchase of
the Terex Finlay 684 I have noticed that my operation has run
a lot more efficiently. 

“We supply about 250 tonnes of material a day to the
industry and that requires us to run the machine just one day
a week, as it easily allows us to meet demand.”

The Terex Finlay 684, which has been supplied in white to
blend in with its surroundings, is replacing a static Terex Finlay
390 Hydrascreen, supplied by Finlay Plant Southern more than
12 years ago.

Featuring two 4.3m x 1.7m inclined screen decks, it boasts a
large screening area with higher efficiency and capacity, as
well as three adjustable discharge conveyors.

Simon Sand and Gravel Limited, the only sand quarry on the
island, is getting three products from the machine, which is
solely for use in the Jersey construction industry. 

The top deck – at 16mm – takes off the oversize material,
leaving a 5-15mm pipe bedding, whilst the 1.2mm stainless
steel piano wired bottom deck is producing a 4mm down
building sand as well as a plastering sand. 

Combining state of the art quick wedge tensioning on the top
deck, with conveniently placed access holes and hydraulic
tensioning on the bottom, it ensures mesh set up and change
out times are kept to an absolute minimum.  

The compact screener is easily transportable with hydraulically
folding conveyors, aiding rapid set up and tear down times.

Simon Sand and Gravel Limited has been purchasing
machines from Finlay Plant Southern since 2004 and in that
time they have had several screeners and a crusher. 

John Dunne, managing director of Finlay Plant Southern –
who has helped specify the machines – said: “What won
Simon Sand and Gravel Limited over with the Terex Finlay 684
was the size of the screen box.

“They don’t have to spend as much time screening as they did
before which means they can turn their focus on to other
areas of the business. 

“I’m really pleased to see that the plant is working so well for
them and in turn improving their operation.”

Jason added: “The aim now is to move away from static
machinery and head towards tracked equipment. 

“I’ve always had good experiences with the Finlay Group,
right from the purchase all the way through to after sales.
“I’m very happy in the knowledge that Finlay Group is helping
me achieve my business goals.”

To see the Terex Finlay 684 in action, watch the video at
https://youtu.be/qBLFCezV3Yo 

Island firm flourishing with new plant
from the Finlay Group
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These include Tarmac, Hanson, Aggregate
Industries and Cemex along with other privately
owned companies.

We caught up with Neil Ashton, Managing Director of CSL,
who gave us an insight into the business “Our key strength as
a business is to look after clients who need a bespoke
element adding to their existing process. Here we can use one
of our large range of machines with bespoke elements if
required, or design a totally tailor-made solution to suit the
client’s exact requirements. Our business across the recycling
and bulk material handling industries has increased
considerably over the past few years and we have designed a
range that suits those industries extremely well, and we are
continuing to expand in these areas with new products.”

“We use the latest technology in our range of machines but
we like to keep things as simple as possible for our clients
from a user point of view, and also for ease of maintenance.
We design all our machines in-house using the latest CAD
software, and with the use of laser profiling we have total
control over the quality of our products. We can also use
hardened steels where required in any manufacturing process.
Our fabrication capabilities include a 150tonne press brake,
guillotine, punching station, plasmas, band saws, millers,

lathes, welding facilities and paint shop. This fabrication
expertise is also very important in the fast-turnaround repair
service that we offer to many of our quarry customers.”

Neil talked about some of the more recent projects “On the
screens and screen boxes we are currently supplying a tailor-
made 6m x 2.1m twin deck screen to Tarmac, and have
recently supplied a new bespoke grizzly screen to Hanson
working within an existing confined space above a crusher,
where the existing plant structure could not be altered. For
Northern Gas Networks we have just delivered four bespoke
hoppers, and for the Isle of Man we have supplied two heavy-
duty feed hoppers with 1.2m wide belts and full electric drive
for a waste transfer station. We have also recently installed a
25m long picking station for a local company which
integrated fully with their existing building and process. We
have the capability to work at the client’s site, and a good
example is another recent job in the North East where we
took the customers original feed hopper conveyor’s and
trommel, modified the equipment to include new access
staircases, extending the feed conveyors and support
structure, raising the trommel height and manufacturing a
new discharge hopper and installed the modified equipment
onto a new site to suit an existing picking line.

Crushing and 
Screening Ltd 
offer a 
tailor-made service to the
quarrying, recycling & bulk
materials handling industries
HUB-4 were recently invited to Thirsk to Crushing & Screening’s production facility to learn more
about what they do.  Crushing and Screening Ltd (CSL) began 30 years ago serving the mining and
quarrying industry and have expanded the business to now cover the recycling, and bulk materials
handling industries. From this 10,000 sq ft facility they manufacture a whole range of bespoke
equipment including conveyors, feed hoppers, blending hoppers, bagging hoppers, picking lines,
screens & trommel’s under the Crushing & Screening and Buccaneer registered brands, and have
customers throughout the UK and Europe.

Left to right: Neil Ashton, Managing Director and Ian
Ashton, Company Founder with their new Buccaneer
Compact Screen
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New Buccaneer Compact Screen

As we took a full production facility tour, CSL’s new Buccaneer
Compact Screen was on show in its completed form and in
the fabrication process, where we could get a much closer
look. This screen is ideal for skip waste, builders’ yards, small
sites and is also an ideal soil screener. It features a 2000mm x
1200mm single deck screen powered by an electric start
petrol engine, with the option of a diesel 3HP electric start, or
single-phase electric drive . The screen can also be supplied
with a  screen mesh to suit the customers product, and
shipped worldwide from stock.

Unique GPS Tilt Bracket

CSL have also recently designed and built a brand-new GPS
Tilt Frame bracket for the construction industry to fit machines
that have GPS positioning equipment installed on them.

A small but unique compact unit, designed and manufactured
in conjunction with the Potter Plant Hire Company, this GPS
tilt bracket fits all models of GPS systems and is attached to
the underside of the GPS mast on earth moving plant typically
bull dozers and excavators.

The GPS system is used to accurately plot coordinates when
levelling ground works, and this bracket was developed to
solve a Health and Safety access problem arising from
operators climbing onto the machine to install and remove
the expensive GPS unit at the beginning and end of their shift
work. 

This problem was highlighted under the Health and Safety at
Work Act due to operators working at heights. This unique
design by CSL allows the mast to be tilted forwards and
allows the operator to install or remove the GPS unit safely
from ground floor level. The unit won an Improvement to
Operator Safety award as part of the A1 Great North Road
upgrade.

To request more information from Crushing and Screening Ltd
or to arrange a visit to their facility, please visit
www.crushingandscreening.co.uk or call Neil Ashton on +44
(0)1845 525288 or +44 (0)7831 666169

GPS Tilt Frame

Tailor made conveyor

Tailor-made picking station in production
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FOR YOUR UPTIME 
CHALLENGES  
IN MINING

hardoxwearparts.com

When it’s related to productivity and maintenance, we know there is room for 
improvements. That’s why uptime reviews are part of our services. A review can 
shed new light on your wear challenges. Hardox Wearparts specializes in wear 
solutions for your toughest environments, from extraction to loading, moving, 
crushing and screening the minerals. With more than 250 service centers in 
more than 70 countries, there is probably one close to you. Visit the website 
for more details on reviews and other uptime services.

ASK ABOUT  
AN UPTIME  

REVIEW
hardoxwearparts.com
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Matt Preston, Lubrication
Systems Application Engineer at
SKF comments: “In today’s off-
highway equipment world, one of
the driving forces for end users is
to reduce operating costs.
Centralised lubrication is a key
way to achieve this cost
reduction, as well as increase the
mean time between planned stops
and extend component life.”

The more lubrication points a machine has,
the greater the potential advantage of
using a centralised system. This is why a
centralised, automated lubrication system
offers so many benefits for off-highway
equipment.

Construction advantage

One construction company cut its lubricant
consumption by nearly one-third after SKF
helped it to adopt centralised lubrication
on a fleet of 50 off-highway machines,
ranging in size from 3 to 87 tonnes. When
maintained daily and used according to
instructions, centralised lubrication saved
around 28% for the entire fleet –
equivalent to 668 kg. 

Controlled, managed, programmed re-
lubrication delivers a precise volume
exactly where – and when – it is needed,
thus removing the feast or famine
approach that most manual lubrication
routines promote.

Kiowa’s long-term partnership as a UK
distributor of Trelleborg rubber hoses
ensures we have built an
understanding of the UK marketplace
over the last 26 years and now
specialize in hose and hose
assembly solutions to the
aggregates market.  

Performer GL AD10H is one such
product as it has been
specifically designed by
Trelleborg for transporting
hard wearing aggregates
including stone, sand, slurry
and clay in quarries and mines.

Its construction is at the
heart of its success and
performance; from its wear
resistant natural rubber
inner tube to a weather
resistant EPDM outer
cover all ensuring that it
has major advantages over
other products in the
marketplace. 

All Performer hoses should
be fitted with BLOC-END
couplings, which allow a lightweight and easy to fit system allowing hoses
to be cut to any length on site to suit specific installation requirements.

Contact us on T: 01529 416200 E: sales@kiowa.co.uk 

www.kiowa.co.uk 

Long-term partnershipIncreasing off-
highway
efficiency
through
centralised
lubrication
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by the leading crusher service provider

The Genuine Alternative www.cmscepcor.com
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Better known as a garrison town for the British
Army, Catterick in North Yorkshire is now
cementing its reputation for professionalism as
home to the latest quarry site to achieve PRIME
site status from the Institute of Quarrying (IQ).

CEMEX’s Pallett Hill Quarry is situated on the edge of the
rural North Yorkshire village. It is known locally for high
quality aggregates and ready mix concrete which is delivered
across the region. The site was awarded PRIME (Professional
Recognition in Mineral Extraction) status at the start of
August 2017.

Sam Shepherd has been the Assistant quarry manager and
then Quarry manager at CEMEX’s Pallett Hill quarry over last
three years. He says: “My first involvement with PRIME was
back in 2015 and I immediately knew that this was a
standard this site could and would achieve. It has the
associated professional benefits of being recognised for what
we do, as well as the joint kudos for everyone involved at
Pallett Hill, as achieving PRIME is a true team effort.”

PRIME is the driving force behind the introduction of the new
Technical Member (TMIQ) grade. TMIQ is awarded to
employees who achieve vocational and other qualifications,
along with the completion of Continuing Professional
Development (CPD).

Mike Phillips, General Manager, IQ personally conducted the
site audit at Pallett Hill. The quarry is a site close to his heart,
having being involved with the site earlier in his career.

Mike commented: “It was great to spend time at Pallett Hill
and it brought back many happy memories. Having visited
and toured this site I can see a real change. The continued
improvements are really noticeable and I hope the further
work into the future carries on.

“The introduction of a quarry vegetable patch was one of
many innovative ideas where managers, supervisors and
operatives can truly work together and glean true value from
their time at work. Personally I was very impressed with Sam’s
attitude and approach towards modern day quarry
management and this clearly shows it works.”

Sam Shepherd, Quarry Manager, CEMEX, adds: “Having being
involved in the steering group for PRIME, I understand the
rigour with which the audit process is undertaken, so I am
very proud of the team here for being recognised as the true
professionals that they are.

“I know that we are one of the first within CEMEX to achieve
this accolade, and hope that many sites will follow in our
footsteps. This process has led to improvement not only for
myself and my team, but for the site as a whole. We all
understand the value of increased morale and engagement,
and the celebration of this achievement, along with the
friendly competition it will engender is a positive influence for
all.”

CEMEX Pallett Hill Achieves
the PRIME Site Status
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20% increase in
productivity and more
uptime at Minermix
Minermix quarry, located in the
countryside of Brazil’s state of São
Paulo, has been using Metso’s latest
crushing technology since January
2016. Lifetime of the crusher’s linings
is at least 30% higher, according to the
company. 

Boosting the re-crushing operation and
improving quality

The Minermix Mineração unit in Capivari, a city in the state of
São Paulo, is the newest of the three quarries owned and
operated by Brazil’s Extrabase group. For the past seven years,
the facility has had a nominal production capacity of 200 000

metric tons per month, employing a processing plant that is
equipped for primary and secondary crushing, followed by
tertiary stage crushing. With a single stockpile – unlike the
company’s other quarries, which have two stockpiles each –
the tertiary stage crushing operation at the Minermix Capivari
facility required a boost.
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At the same time, Minermix wanted to reduce the presence of
dust-like material in the production of sand from gravel;
manufactured sand is a product directed primarily to concrete
plants, and the presence of excessive quantities of rock dust
(fines) is a problem. Minermix also intended to ensure the
highest possible degree of standardization of this material,
which, considering the need to continually adjust the
equipment used is a constant challenge. The operation could,
in the company’s assessment, be more productive and require
fewer adjustments by the equipment operator.

Increase of 20% in productivity 

The Minermix crushing plant in Capivari is fed with basalt
mined from a site located approximately one kilometer from
the facility. The primary crushing phase includes a Metso
Nordberg® C125™ jaw crusher, followed by secondary
crushing with a Nordberg® HP400™ cone crusher. All the
material requiring further processing is crushed in two parallel
tertiary crushing stages. Until January 2016, this job was
performed by two HP4s that had been installed since the
beginning of the quarry’s operation in 2010. Today, one Metso
MX4™ Multi-Action cone crusher works alongside the
original HP4. Number 4 stands for the power rating that is
400 horsepower.

According to Minermix Mineração Supervisor José Nilson,
Metso’s MX4 cone crusher was installed with the complete
support of Metso (including training of the operator), and,
since its start-up, has demonstrated an increase of 20% in the
productivity. In José Nilson’s assessment, the gain in
productivity may be as high as 30% with supplementary
adjustments.

The supervisor credits this improvement mainly to the fact
that the equipment enables adjustments while operating at
full load capacity or, in other words, without the need to shut
down the equipment, and its use at maximum power. “The
equipment reaches 95% and, when it reaches peak
production, the equipment itself makes the adjustments to
balance production,” Nilson says. The stability of production
has also enabled a 5-10% reduction in the production of rock
dust, an unwanted byproduct in the production of
manufactured sand used by concrete plants. “It may not seem
like much, but the reduction has a notable bearing and impact
on daily production,” explains José Nilson.

More uptime with the patented Multi-Action
technology

MX4 is based on the patented Multi-Action crushing
technology that combines the piston and rotating bowl into a
single crusher. The way it has been designed, the crusher
provides the maximum utilization of the wear parts leading to
extended maintenance intervals.

The MX4 works throughout the day, self-adjusting the crusher
opening/setting or power to our specifications,” José Nilson
adds. This kind of underload dynamic adjustment means more
uptime, as it is carried out while crushing. An audible alarm
informs the operator that the temperature and pressure
conditions, the oil level, etc., are in conformity with previously
established parameters.

Nilson notes that the MX4 automation is another feature that
has improved the operation overall. “The operator turns on
the equipment with a single touch of the crusher
automation’s screen, which also enables the crusher operation
to be monitored throughout the day and gives us a final
report when the equipment is turned off,” he details.

On a weekly basis, the MX4 crusher is calibrated by initiating
an automated procedure that takes five minutes at most.
Calibration determines the degree of wear in wear parts and
adjusts the settings based on those findings. This assessment
also enables the correction of any parameter that is not
aligned with what has been pre-established by Minermix. The
replacement of wear parts is performed after around 1200
hours of operation, which is more than one-third longer than
before. Lifetime of the crusher’s linings is at least 30% higher,
according to the company.

About Extrabase

Established in 1984, Extrabase is a member of the Base Group
(Grupo Base) focusing on civil construction. Specialized in the
extraction, sale and distribution of crushed stone, gravel and
sand, Extrabase has 12 operating units in the state of São
Paulo, Brazil. Strategically located, the company’s mines
ensure the supply of construction aggregates to the regions of
Sorocaba, Piracicaba, Campinas and Porto Feliz, which are
among the most affluent in Brazil’s wealthiest state.

The company’s own fleet of transport vehicles ensures a
logistics system capable of serving customers within a radius
of approximately 30 kilometers from the respective cities
covered. Besides investing in the continuing development of
its production processes, Extrabase also remains alert to
environmental issues and seeks ever-more efficient means to
lessen the impact on nature, engaging in conservation,
reutilization of natural resources and reforestation as its main
environmentally focused actions.

www.hub-4.com/directory/560
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Liebherr launches customer
programme to combat on-site
accident rates
Liebherr Great Britain Ltd, a leading
manufacturer of materials handling and
wheeled loader machines for the waste,
recycling and resource management sector, has
today launched a new Product Familiarisation
Programme to support its UK customers and
help improve on-site safety.

The Product Familiarisation Programme will be available to all
Liebherr customers in the UK and will initially focus on
materials handling machines where there is a recognised gap
in both knowledge and support.  The course will ensure that
customers have an in-depth understanding of their own
specific machines, helping them operate more efficiently and
crucially, safely.   

The Programme will see Liebherr supply highly skilled product
demonstrators to a customer’s site for a one or two-day
session.  Each course will comprise two core elements. Firstly,
an interactive classroom session designed to cover all
elements of operating the machine and understanding its
capability.  This is followed by a demonstration and a tour
around the customer’s own Liebherr machine, so that points
discussed during the theory session can be reviewed in an
operational environment.

This is then followed by a classroom-based test.  All
participants reaching the required standard will be issued
with a certificate to demonstrate that they have passed the
Product Familiarisation course. 

Commenting on the launch, Material Handler Product
Specialist, Mike Hanlon, said 

“Whilst there are numerous training companies running
courses for most machine types, there are none for industrial
material handlers.  The Product Familiarisation Programme will
extend Liebherr’s responsibility beyond the stringent machine
safety requirements stipulated by many of the industry’s
insurance companies.  It enables us to support customers,
many of whom are running multiple machines, who want to
take even greater ownership for the safe operation of their
machines and the care of those employees operating them.” 

HSE statistics show that in 2015/16 there were 6 fatal injuries
in the waste and recycling sector with 30 fatalities occurring
over the last 5` years.  Five percent of workers in the sector
sustain a non-fatal workplace injury every year with an
estimated five thousand reported injuries per year since
2009/10. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/504
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Manufacturers
missing out on
aluminium
returns
FERCELL Engineering Ltd have
discovered a new, efficient waste
management solution for aluminium-
based swarfs. 

Metal chips from computer numerical control
(CNC) machining processes, are leading to high
volumes of waste material in the industry, which
in turn leads to wasted revenue. Meaning a
disaster for local industries based within
aluminium processing. These type of
swarf materials, when disposed of,
rather than recycled, result in high
costs and are an environmental
issue and concern. 

Mark Fletcher, MD of Fercell
Engineering says: ‘Here is a huge
wasted opportunity for
manufacturers using aluminium.
These swarfs are just seen as a
nuisance and are often discarded, when
returns on this waste can be reaped back, as well as it has a
positive effect on the environment.’ 

This new way of handling aluminium swarf materials has
many benefits including, a reduction of material volume for
decreased storage space and transportation costs. Oil and
other coolants can be cleaned and separated from the metal
swarfs and reused, which again is both cost effective and
environmentally friendly. Finally, when swarfs are shredded to
the right size before successfully pressed in the briquette
machine, the whole process is streamlined.

It’s not only the environmental and monetary aspect that
makes recycling aluminium swarfs so appealing, but if
aluminium swarfs are left in a factory environment, it poses as
a fire hazard. Aluminium swarfs contain high percentages of 

metallic calcium, iron and magnesium and titanium. Combine
this with the oil that it is often processed with and a threat of
fire is real.

How does it work?

Shredding alone can reduce the material volume significantly,
therefore decreasing the cost of storing or transportation but
this is just one part of the process. Metal chips resulting from
CNC machine processing leads to high volumes of valuable
waste material, which have to be disposed at high costs but
highly compacted briquettes can be sold at a much better
price to metal recycling companies. So, if manufacturers can
firstly shred the swarfs so they are even thinner, then put
them through a briquette, the outcome is a sturdy briquette
which can much better optimise stock space, has decreased
transportation costs and can be sold on by being much more
attractive to recycling companies. 

In addition, the shredded chips can also be processed via a
centrifuge within the briquette press, to reduce the content of
oil and emulsion. These expensive coolants such as oil or
emulsion can be cleaned and afterwards brought back to the
production process. The savings potential for lubricants is up
to 95% when using a briquetting press. As a result,
briquetting reflects a responsible behaviour concerning health
and environment while ultimately saving on costs.

FERCELL is delighted to announce, we are now able to offer
the WEIMA WLK4 aluminium shredding and the WEIMA
TH800M briquette press for aluminium.

www.hub-4.com/directory/15128
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Aggregate Processing & Recycling Ltd Hedging Lane, Wilnecote, Tamworth B77 5EX  T. 44 (0)1827 280139  E. sales@agg-pro.com

www.agg-pro.com

2 WORLD CLASS BRANDS .. ONE WORLD CLASS DEALER

Whatever the size of your
engineering project
DUO Manufacturing offer a
complete package solution.
We provide design, fabrication,
assembly, and installation for
the entire project including full
support for the life of the plant.

Specialising in material
handling systems, including
aggregate and waste,
DUO Manufacturing will
accommodate even the more
unusual requests. Some of our
more diverse recent projects
have included the construction
of large filter presses and glass
recycling systems.

DUO Manufacturing
Mendip Works, Leigh Road,

Chantry, Nr Frome, Somerset BA11 3LR
Tel: +44 (0)1373 836 451 
Fax: +44 (0)1373 836 879

www.duoplc.com Manufacturing
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JCB Hydradig versatility fits the
bill at Hadley
Hadley Recycling and Waste Management seeks to divert as
much waste from landfill and into recycling and renewable
energy as possible. At its busy transfer station, located just
outside Theale in Berkshire, the company processes each week
approximately 1000 tonnes of mixed waste including mixed
construction and demolition waste, wood, plasterboard and
green waste. The first machine to touch it is a brand new JCB
Hydradig 110W, which plays a vital role in keeping the
throughput flowing at the busy site.

“The JCB Hydradig fits our front-end pre-sort process
perfectly,” says Paul Lock, Operations Director at Hadley – one
of the first customers for the Wastemaster-spec Hydradig. “It
has a small footprint but covers a big operational area and is
very productive. Safety was a predominant reason for the
purchase, with the driver able to see all four corners of the
machine from the operator seat because the engine is
beneath the cab. Our machine is fitted with reversing
cameras, which gives the operator perfect rear visibility when
reversing.” Lock is also impressed that the Wastemaster spec
Hydradig is fitted with a reversing fan. “I struggled to get any
other manufacturer to spec one on this size of machine.”

The skip hire and waste management company sorts waste
within its 2700 square metre purpose built transfer station,
which opened in March 2017. Servicing Reading and the
surrounding areas, the site can accept all industrial and
commercial waste, including hardcore, metal, wood, paper and
cardboard, soil and plastics.  

“Skip sales are up 30% and bigger bins by 53% – demand is
going crazy,” says Lock. The waste brought onto the site in
these skips and bins gets tipped in the building for sorting
and the Hydradig performs the pre-sort. The task was
previously undertaken using a 5.5 t rubber-tracked mini-
digger, sourced from another manufacturer.

“It was a bit small and didn’t suit the operation,” says Lock
of the mini-digger. “We were flogging it to death and because
it didn’t have a reversing fan, it was constantly overheating.
We also needed something that was kinder than a tracked
machine, to our concrete surface. >
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“We turned to Greenshields JCB, who ran through what the
Hydradig could do. It fitted the bill perfectly so we ordered
one in May of this year. The 11.5 t Hydradig has a 4-metre
turning circle and can lift 1000 kg at maximum reach.  “It is
easy to use, dexterous and quick. The driver was soon up to
speed, making the pre-sort operation look easy. “The operator
loves it because it’s very comfortable and quiet.” 

We also use it to fill in on other jobs in addition to sorting
such as stripping, feeding a shredder, tidying up any of the
bins around the site and even to stack loads flat on pallets.”

Equipped with a swivelling selector grab for sorting waste, the
Hydradig proves to be an incredibly dexterous and flexible
tool. This allows the operator, spotting a piece of
contamination among a waste pile, such as an individual
plastic bottle, to delicately ‘pinch it’ with the swivel grab in
order to pick it up and remove it from the pile. In the next
movement the same tool can grab a bucket-load of waste free
of contamination.” This means the Hydradig can not only

carry out the heavy shifting that only a machine can perform,
but it can also do the job of manual pickers.

The Hydradig’s reversing fan on its radiator gives a big
productivity and reliability advantage in an environment such
as Hadley’s waste transfer site, according to Lock. “Our site
can get very dusty and with our previous machine we had to
‘blow out’ the radiator several times a day, which made it
very hot,” says Lock. “With the Hydradig, the operator simply
presses a button to reverse the fan, which then automatically
blows out dust from the radiator to maintain operations and
keep the machine in good condition.” 

Lock concludes: “When working in this industry it’s important
to have equipment which is safe, strong and suited to the
environment which is something that JCB does very well. Its
support has been second to none – right from initial enquiry
through to the purchase of the machine, they’ve listened to
everything I have to say and been very helpful.”
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Liebherr-Great Britain Ltd.
Normandy Lane, Stratton Business Park
Biggleswade, SG18 8QB
Phone: +44 1767 60 21 00
E-mail: info.lgb@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrConstruction
www.liebherr.co.uk 

Material handling equipment

Experience the Progress.

  Maximum efficiency through progressive technology
  Sophisticated machine concept for maximum productivity 
  Quality components manufactured by Liebherr
  Ergonomic workspace for consistent high performance
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Dave Martin, Greenwaste Manager at Agrivert
commented; 

“Our tonnage had expanded during peak season, and despite
already hiring from CRJ to cover ourselves, we required an
extra screener to give us more flexibility, as we operate three
open window compost sites across Oxfordshire. Rob (Director
at CRJ Services) offered us a solution, giving us the
opportunity to purchase one of his existing hire fleet
machines. Having dealt with CRJ Services for several years, I
was assured of the quality I would get from the trommel in
the long-term, therefore decided to snap up Rob’s offer with
little hesitation at all.”

Speaking of the machine’s performance, Dave
Martin was pleased with its progress; 

“It has performed well and been very reliable – so far so
good. I had every confidence due to the fact the trommel had
been stripped down completely. Many of the parts had been
replaced prior to purchase including the hydraulic motors and
belts, and even the surface paint had been resprayed.”

Robert Symons, Director at CRJ Services
commented; 

“I was very happy to receive the text from Dave letting me
know the trommel was continuing to excel in screening the
compost. The Doppstadt drum screens really are the pinnacle
when it comes to delivering accurate sizing of material, and
as an organisation we really try to take care of our fleet
machines from day one, maximising durability by providing a
comprehensive service for every 250 hours of work.”      

Dave Martin, further commented; 

“The service I get from Rob and all of the team has always
been excellent. Our sites are very busy especially in our peak
season, and I know from experience that CRJ are aware of the
urgency required when additional machines are needed and
react accordingly. The hire machines are industry proven and
reliable. We also appreciate the fast availability of spare parts
for our fleet and the competitive prices.”

DID YOU KNOW? CRJ sells a wide range of used
equipment for the Waste & Recycling industries. To find out
more about our used product portfolio please visit our
website at www.crjservices.co.uk for more information. 

Agrivert

Agrivert is one of the UK’s leading organic waste
management solution providers; operating an award-winning
network of Anaerobic Digestion (AD) and Composting (in-
vessel and open windrow) facilities across Oxfordshire,
Hertfordshire, Surrey and South Wales. With over 23 years’

experience, the company
provides unrivalled food and
green waste recycling
solutions to 36 local
authorities and numerous
businesses nationwide. Its
Anaerobic Digestion plants
help produce enough green
electricity to power up to
25,000 homes each year and
across all its organic sites
produce valuable agricultural
biofertilsers and composts,
helping to benefit farmers
across the UK. 

CRJ Services

CRJ Services is a leading hirer of waste recycling equipment.
Since its formation back in 1999, CRJ has grown to become
the undisputed solution for short, mid and long-term material
processing requirements across the UK and Ireland; holding a
range of slow and high-speed shredders, drum screens, star
screens, picking stations, mobile magnets and density
separators, all available to hire, to help customers create
saleable products and reduce landfill costs.

‘So far so good’… Agrivert impressed
with used machine performance two
years down the line

www.hub-4.com Sept 2017 - Issue 46 | p59 |

It’s been a case of ‘so far so good’ for leading organic waste provider Agrivert having purchased a
used trommel screener from leading mobile recycling equipment supplier, CRJ services. Agrivert
secured the purchase of one of CRJ’s hire fleet SM 620 Doppstadt trommels back in March 2015 and
haven’t looked back since. The SM 620 has gone onto perform above all expectations for Agrivert,
delivering a consistent and reliable performance across its composting sites down in Oxfordshire.

www.hub-4.com/directory/17041
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Cory Riverside Energy is a waste to energy plant
to the East of London. With a population
approaching nine million people, London has an
incredible appetite for energy. Keeping the
lights on in the face of increasing demand is
one of the major challenges facing the city
today. 

It produces around 22 million tonnes of waste every year. Or,
to put it another way, enough to fill the largest skyscraper at
Canary Wharf every eight days. At this site they utilise this
waste to help provide London with a safe, secure, affordable
and sustainable energy supply, which also makes great
environmental sense. The site at Belvedere uses these
materials, that would otherwise have gone to landfill, as a
feedstock to generate electricity. 

As one of the largest operations of its kind in the UK, this
facility generates c.525,000 MWh of electricity each year from
processing around 750,000 tonnes of waste. What’s more,
they use the River Thames as a ‘green highway’ to move the
waste from the centre of the city to the facility on their fleet
of tugs and barges, removing around 100,000 truck
movements a year off the UK capital’s congested roads.

Figure 1 the Quench water balance tank (cover removed) shows
the typical build up and residue, which coats all surfaces

Of course creating energy from waste creates a hot ash
residue that needs cooling quickly. This is achieved by
quenching it in water via an ‘ash expeller’ system before
stockpiling for disposal.  Each system sits under one of the
three main combustion chambers with a moving grates, the
waste ash can drop into a water filled hopper below. The
quenched ash is then scraped out by a ram and removed to
the rear side via a conveyor into a stockpile chamber for
loading out and disposal/recycling.

Figure 2 VEGAPULS 64 80 GHz radar mounted on the quench
tank (cover removed) now working reliably.

The water used in the ash quenching process needs a
constant level to be maintained through replenishment of
either recycled or fresh mains supplies, this is monitored in a
small balance tank off the main chamber.

Figure 3 Diagram of an Ash quenching system

Radar delivers big water
savings in EfW
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The optimum solution is of course to use recycled and
recovered plant water, which reduces costs and environmental
impact. A simple level probe to control the water will do the
job? Well its more complicated than you might think, the
water contains many contaminants from the ash, readily
adhering and building up on any surface and the ‘ideal water
level’ control band is only over a few mm. The temperature
runs about 50 °C, which produces a lot of condensation and
sublimation onto the sensor. The total measuring range is only
around 15cm, there can also be regular foaming on the
surface, carrying ash residue and leaving behind deposits. The
site engineer added extra process information, “The ram
movement in the ash expeller also plays a part, this ram is
used to keep the ash moving through the expeller. One of the
main issues we have is that the ram movement causes the
water level to fluctuate rapidly and it encourages foaming,
the old level device often couldn’t keep up or lose the signal
and caused it to overflow.”

If the probe isn’t reading or working correctly, the automatic
safe ‘default’ is to keep fresh water continuously running into
the ash expeller system. This results in excess water
continually overflowing out to effluent treatment, so this
incurs additional operational and environmental costs.  So
suddenly this ‘simple’ water level application is now looking a
little more complex. The original plant was supplied with
‘Guided Wave Radars’ for the level control, they are very good
in extreme conditions. However, they can struggle to work

reliably over very short ranges, especially when heavy coating
of the guide rod element is factored in. They suffered both
with signal loss and ‘run time’ error, believed to caused by the
combination of build up, rapid level change, condensation and
foaming surfaces. These errors caused the water
replenishment system to run the fresh mains water
‘emergency top-up’ almost continually. Ongoing maintenance
and cleaning on the devices was high, too.

When a new 80 GHz contactless liquid level radar was
launched and demonstrated it could work with mm resolution
in a small a vessel like a 250ml water bottle, Cory engineers
took notice - this could be a solution. Especially as it was
claimed it could cope with condensation and build up on the
sensor face, too. After a successful on site demonstration test
with a battery-powered unit, they installed a trial device on
an existing nozzle. The unit worked very well, but it was soon
discovered that sublimation deposits carried by foam was
blocking the mounting nozzle and would soon become a
problem. It was easy to monitor and diagnose via the echo
curve available in the VEGATOOLS Bluetooth App. As a result
a small low pressure purge was introduced inside the nozzle,
which has cured this problem.  Even though there is still some
condensation and sublimation of the sensor face, it copes
with this.

Figure 4 Top trend shows the very high rate of mains water top up valve operations before with the guided wave radar system, the
lower graph since the contactless 80 GHz level radar was fitted, now water is only being used only when needed.

The before and after trend of the water valve operation tells the story, very much reduced usage of mains water, saving both
operational costs and environmental impact. The radar has been installed and working reliably for a year and the other two ash
expellers are also scheduled to be fitted with the new devices.  The new radars are also being used in other applications, including
measuring through plastic chemical tanks elsewhere on the site.
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Warwick Ward supply suite of new
THM ECS-2000 Ecohog Eddy Current
Separators to Jack Moody Group
Established in 1963, the Jack Moody Group
(JMG) are a large West Midlands based
landscape construction, recycling and civil
engineering business. The recycling side of the
business has grown considerably since 1996
and today 750,000 tonnes of waste is processed
and diverted from landfill every year by JMG.

For the past 22 years JMG have worked with local authorities
processing and recycling organic waste to create high quality
compost products. They now have six recycling sites around
the West Midlands and a large logistics operation to transport
all the material.

The HUB-4 team went along to the head office at Hollybush
Farm in Wolverhampton to find out what new equipment JMG
had purchased recently to enhance their recycling operation.
We spoke with Rob Moody, Managing Director of JMG “We
process around 1 million tonnes of inert waste, 200,000
tonnes of biodegradable waste, and 150,000 tonnes of wood
across our entire operation. The site here is a total of 55acres
with a dedicated 27acre recycling facility and we employ a
total of 414 people, with 55 working within the recycling
business here.”

“We were looking for eddy current separators to add to our
operation here, and on other sites and having had a
relationship with Warwick Ward for some time, they had
recently taken on the UK distributorship for Ecohog, which
was very interesting for us” said Rob.

“After looking at the marketplace, we decided to purchase
three THM ECS-2000 Ecohog Eddy Current Separators through

Warwick Ward. These machines are primarily for our wood
fuelled power stations, processing A, B and C grade wood to
remove all the metals. The processed wood is then sent to one
of the first UK fully accredited TUROCS gasified power
stations based in central Birmingham, which is operated by
MWH.”

Rob went on to add “The THM ECS–2000 Ecohog Eddy
Current Separator processes 35 tonne per hour for us here,
and I must say, it’s been fantastic. We have been extremely
happy with its performance, effectiveness and gen set power
configuration. Its self-contained tracked design makes it
extremely portable and versatile for what we need to achieve
on this site. We worked closely with Warwick Ward and
Ecohog and they have delivered a solution that has many
bespoke elements tailored around our specific operation. The
other important thing to point out is that it has a 2m wide
eddy current, rather than the usual 1.5m wide on other
machines, allowing us to process much more material, which
it handles extremely well at that rate.”

THM ECS–2000 Ecohog Eddy Current Separator

Ecohog are delighted with this successful collaboration with
Warwick Ward and JMG, providing a tailored solution the
customer which many larger equipment manufacturers are
unable to provide. 

The unique THM ECS-2000 is the first of its kind to the
marketplace and has led to unprecedented interest and
demand worldwide. The unit incorporates an Eriez Rev X-E
ST22-80 ECS which assists in enhancing production by an
addition 30% in comparison to standard 1500m models,

Recycling
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therefore it suits processors with high volumes of waste
material needing to separate their ferrous & non-ferrous
metals. Built in compressors and airlines are also included
with the units to facilitate regular cleaning down, reducing
fire hazards and ensuring ease of equipment maintenance. The
three integrated stockpiling conveyors and mobility features
make the unit attractive to customers as it is versatile on site
and can operate easily in conjunction with existing equipment
in the process, in this case shredders and screens.

As an additional feature Ecohog are pleased to announce the
availability of HogMag models with patent pending
technology that offers an integrated suction fan option to
remove super light contaminants such as paper / light plastics
that may be in their waste stream and often problematic and
potentially damaging to furnace longevity (plastics).

The units are highly efficient in waste wood recycling as
demonstrated in the JMG application, but are also suitable for
other waste processing applications including Glass (MRF)
clean up, incinerator ash and automotive fragment.

For further information on the Ecohog Product range contact
UK dealer Warwick Ward on 01226 869586 or visit
www.warwick-ward.com

www.hub-4.com/directory/888

Left to right: Ashley Ward, Managing Director of Warwick Ward, Rob
Moody, Managing Director of Moody Group, and Declan McNally,
Technical Engineer, Ecohog

Rob Moody demonstrates the in-
built air jet for keeping the machine
clean

The THM ECS–2000 Ecohog Eddy
Current Separator machine running
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The Derwen
Group invest in
an electric
Sennebogen
Material Handler
The Derwen Group have recently invested in a Sennebogen 821E
Electric Material Handler which has been supplied by Molson Green.
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This latest addition to their mobile fleet has brought many
advantages to their busy waste operation at their Neath,
South Wales operation and has proved to be a worthwhile
investment.

Established in 1995 the Derwen Group was primarily a
construction company but following the economic downturn
the company made the decision to diversify into the recycling
and recovery of general waste.

Mark Davies, MD, takes up the story, “We had been involved
in a trial project with the local council which was very
successful as we found that we could further recycle 80% of
the waste material they had already processed. Once we had
identified these shortcomings we realised we could efficiently
extract more from the waste, we decided to focus completely
on recycling and maximise the quality and quantity of
recyclates.”

This took a further step in 2007 when a decision was made to
invest in a wash plant in which Mark had a large design
input. This investment allowed the company to initially focus
on the recycling of inerts and eventually led to processing
general waste after a further investment was made in a RRF.

Mark, continues, “Investing in an RRF really did make a lot of
sense as we had a small picking operation and this allowed
us to upscale the whole business. We have constantly updated
and adapted this plant as the market has changed and
developed.”

All this investment was also accompanied by the assembling

of a fleet of mobile equipment necessary to handle the
increasing incoming waste stream. All of these machines have
been supplied by the Molson Group who are located in
Bristol.

Mark, commented, “We have always dealt with the Molson
Group and have purchased loading shovels, excavators and
recently a Sennebogen 821E Electric Material Handler from
them. We have always felt secure in the relationship, and the
service back-up over the years has been excellent. This latest
investment in the electric Sennebogen 821E has introduced
more efficiency and has given us a huge saving of £24,000 in
the first year. With very little maintenance it has proved to be
a winner with the whole team and environmentally successful
as there are less emissions, dust and noise; it is fantastic! It
was a big decision at the time but with its smooth operation,
it’s processing 350 tonnes per day with ease and with no
issues; it has been well worth it.” 

Jonathan Wilson, Joint MD of Molson Group, commented,
“Derwen committed to the 821E as their old machine was not
operating efficiently and it really made sense to invest in a
machine that would provide huge savings as it has done over
the first 14 months of operation. Maintenance is significantly
lower on the Sennebogen 821E, because of no diesel engine
and less moving parts. All the Derwen team need to do are
the regular checks and then we ensure all the regular
maintenance is completed.”

The Sennebogen 821E Material Handler:

Weighing in at 24t the Sennebogen 821E is the fruition of 60
years of experience of designing and constructing hydraulic
material handling machines that offer uncompromisingly high
performance in all handling tasks. The 821E is an electric
machine which offers total ‘Green Efficiency’, as there are no
fuel costs and the machine is very quiet, protecting the
operator and the environment. Offering peak performance
through durable mechanical systems with optimised stressed
parts the 821E handles big loads at high speeds.

With operator comfort high on the agenda the 821E is an
operator’s dream with the Maxcab comfort cab offering a
heated air-suspension comfort seat. Further features include a
convenient joystick control, hinged front window and a sliding
door with platform in the front of the cab. Completing the
specification is a colour monitor for right side and rear facing
camera feeds, and the Sennebogen OptiMode providing
various modes to optimize performance.

Dedicated to maintenance optimisation a straight forward
electrical distributor allows quick and easy trouble shooting.
Easy access to all service points coupled with automatic
central lubrication for attachment and slewing gear raceway
make maintenance and service an easy task.

About Molson:

Established in 1996 the company flourished and is now
located at Avonmouth, near the M4/M5 axis. Currently Molson
stands as one of the largest suppliers of Korean and Japanese
built excavators in Europe and continues to source a wide
range of equipment including dump trucks, dozers, demolition
rigs and wheeled loaders. In 2010 Molson became Hyundai's
biggest dealer in the whole of Europe.

After sales warranty, delivery facilities and customised
paintwork and sign writing are all part of the legendary level
of service they take pride in. Understanding the importance of
finding the right machine for the job coupled with their
extensive global network and alliance with manufacturers
they are sure they can meet your needs.

www.hub-4.com Sept 2017 - Issue 46
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From October 2017 environmental technology
company Doppstadt will be launching its new
range of high speed shredders, which will be
exclusively available from Blue Group in the
UK.  The AK 560 and AK 635 EcoPower
shredders will incorporate the latest technical
updates and can be supplied with a new rear
conveyor option. Doppstadt's AK 635 comes
with an eight me-ter rear conveyor as standard,
and the AK 560 can be fitted with a six-meter
rear conveyor. 

These new conveyors achieve new drop heights of over four
or five meters, and optimise work processes: Transfer of the
shredded material into subsequent machines or containers is
simpli-fied, and stockpiles do not need to be cleared as often,
as they can hold up to 25% more. The discharge conveyors
can be extended and retracted hydraulically, and when
configured for transportation, the vehicle length barely
changes compared to the shorter conveyors. 

Daniel Kürten, Doppstadt Product Manager said, "The new
fast-running, environmentally friendly shredder solutions work
faultlessly and efficiently. Six variants will be available, to suit
different applications and budgets. There are large and small
solutions, including both tracked and wheeled variations.

New models with more power

The AK 560 EcoPower is available with 2 or 3 axles, and the
AK 635 EcoPower is available as a tracked vehicle or trailer.
The trailers and trailer chassis are approved for road use with
a max-imum speed of 50 mph, and the tracked vehicle can

travel at two different speeds. All the ma-chines are powered
by MTU/Mercedes Benz engines, which meet the legally
required Euromot Stage IV final emission requirements. 

The overall efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the shredders
has also been improved, in line with the overall corporate
strategy of Doppstadt. Its solutions are designed to meet the
needs of the future and take into account the latest
developments in technology and environmental protection.
This owner-managed company develops and produces all its
machines in-house. Thanks to this depth of knowledge and
production expertise, the company can react quickly to new
developments and challenges because it uses tried and tested
technologies. 

New rear basket with 3D design for waste wood

Doppstadt has also designed a new rear basket option for
waste wood shredding applications, a feature which improves
the uniformity of the end product. The focus is on reducing
excess lengths while improving material structure. The basket
is resistant to contaminants, and pro-tects the return belt
from damage, as contaminants can no longer impact it
directly, meaning the basket also minimises the risk of return
belt blockages. The waste wood rear basket is available with
different mesh sizes, and can be installed and used in all the
models of the AK and DZ series. 

For more information on the new Range of Doppstadt
Shredders call Blue Machinery on 0345 217 8755

Pre-post-comparison: the AK 560 from Doppstadt can be
fitted with a six-meter rear conveyor.

www.hub-4.com Sept 2017 - Issue 46
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The New Range of High Speed Shredders from
Doppstadt: more power, more output, more
environmentally friendly 
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TDS V20
Revolutionising
Mobile Shredding
Terex Ecotec, an industry leader in the
design and manufacture of wood processing,
biomass and recycling equipment continue to
revolutionise mobile shredding with their
industry first, TDS V20 medium speed
shredder.  This truly unique machine, within
the mobile shredder segment, is the result of
a partnership with the German shredder
manufacturer Vecoplan.  

This double shaft machine with shaft speeds of up to 168rpm, and a highly accurate cutting action, creates minimal fines, while
replaceable sizing screens control the maximum size of the product generated. The intelligent tramp material protection system
gives operators confidence when unsuspected contaminates appear in the feed material. This unique combination of features
has established the TDS V20 in the market place, achieving productive and efficient results for our existing customers. 

A growth market within the UK, which is creating a lot of interest for the machine, is biomass production from pre-sorted waste
wood. Traditionally operators have used a slow speed shredder for pre shredding, a high speed shredder for accurate size
reduction and a trommel to remove unwanted fines.  However the features of the TDS V20 allow this process to be performed in
a single pass greatly reducing the creation of unwanted fines and operating overheads.

The versatility of the TDS V20 enables it to perform effectively and efficiently in a range of applications including RDF and SRF
production, green waste shredding, tyre shredding and hard plastic shredding. Operators are guaranteed to achieve maximum
productivity from Terex Ecotec equipment and ultimately run a more cost effective and proficient business. 

To find out more about the innovative TDS V20 as well as the complete range of mobile equipment available from Terex Ecotec
visit www.terex.com/ecotec

www.hub-4.com/directory/17072

Doyle Machinery
supply BCC with a
Arjes VZ950DK
primary mobile
As part of Countrystyle Recycling’s wider
Biowaste Treatment Contract with
Buckinghamshire County Council,
Countrystyle Recycling and
Buckinghamshire County Council have
recently taken delivery of a new Arjes
VZ950DK primary mobile tracked shredder
from Doyle Machinery, to process the
County’s bulky household waste at their
High Heavens Facility near High Wycombe.

The decision process was based on a thorough
examination of all the shredders currently on the market.
After numerous demonstrations from all shredder
suppliers, including Doyle Machinery with the Arjes
VZ950DK shredder, it soon became clear that Doyle’s
Arjes shredder was the most suitable machine for the
application going forward.

The Challenge

Buckinghamshire County Council and Countrystyle were
looking for a complete solution for the treatment of the
bulky waste from ten of Buckinghamshire’s Household
Recycling Centres across the County, and from four
District Councils in the County.

This included the full operation of the facility, the shredding process
for all bulky waste streams including mattresses and carpets, the
transport to end treatment facilities and for the treatment and co-
ordination of the treatment of such waste.

The Solution

Doyle Machinery Limited where approached to provide a shredding
solution, and after analysing the waste stream decided to
demonstrate one of the largest and most innovative mobile tracked
shredder’s – the Arjes VZ950DK. Over a period of time, it was put
through its paces and carried out various tasks to prove that it
would be consistently capable of coping with all the various waste
types long term.

The Arjes VZ950DK is the perfect machine to handle material of
almost any type having been initially designed to shred cars and
metals. Due to its mobile and modular structure, throughput, end
product sizing and fuel consumption, it makes the shredder a
financially viable solution. Countrystyle and Buckinghamshire County
Council also took the full and comprehensive repair and
maintenance contract with Doyle Machinery Limited for extra peace
of mind.

www.hub-4.com/directory/8461
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Last year Aeris Resources, Tritton copper mine
operation in Nyngan NSW took a leap of faith
and became the first underground mining
company in Australia to purchase and install a
Load Volume Scanner (LVS) payload
measurement system from Loadscan Ltd in New
Zealand.

The reason to install the LVS system came about due to
consistent inaccuracies with their current payload
measurement system used to track daily ore production. The
mine used a combination of paper records along with load
weight information. 

Truck operators were filling out time sheets for each shift,
documenting their activities, such as truck ID, load destination,
time loaded and time dumped. It was then combined with
load weight information gained from a weighbridge and
uploaded to a production tracking database, all of which the
LVS system now does automatically.

Some of the issues Tritton faced with their original system
included limited forward compatibility.  Any upgrades to the
trucking fleet meant current weighing systems quickly became
redundant, the weighbridge system had limited data
compatibility with their production tracking database and due
to the weighbridge requiring physical contact it was prone to
wear and tear, requiring regular maintenance.  All of which
cost a considerable amount of time and money.  

Matthew Gouldstone from Tritton Mine says “the scanner
receives no wear and tear as it is scanning as opposed to
weighing and is much more durable given the conditions it
operates under.

There have been two major benefits gained from installing the
LVS system, one being the immediate, accurate load volume
has allowed for real time feedback to underground loader
operators, allowing for informal coaching from the supervisors
using the 3D load profiling software.  This has resulted in the
trucks being loaded to capacity and has increased trucking
factors by 9.7%, ultimately resulting in a lower cost per tonne
hauled.

The second benefit is the data tracking software.  Cycle time is
easy to track and a simple interface allows supervisors to
understand loads per shift or day.  Training the supervisors
how to use this data has meant 10-20 minutes per shift has
been saved from reading back through plods and tallying up
tonnes moved.

The level of detail obtained by the LVS is impressive to
everyone who has used the software. Overall the return on
investment has been extremely quick, within the first full
month after installation the LVS has paid for itself.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/17810

Increased efficiency for
Tritton Mine
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RUD Chains Ltd

Robust Conveyors

For Bulk Materials Handling  

•  BULKOS Conveyors Include: Scraper, Screw, Drag Chain Conveyors & Apron feeders  

•  Horizontal, Vertical & Inclined Bulk Handling Capabilities  

•  Robust & Wear Resistant Round Link Steel Chain  

•  Standard & Bespoke Conveyors, Bucket Elevators & Spare Parts Available On Request

•  Bulk Handling for Quarrying, Recycling, Construction, Cement, Power Stations, Mining & more 
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Vortex will be exhibiting
slide gates and diverter
valves in Stand 39 at
Eastwood Hall in
Nottingham, England, on
18-19 October. 

Vortex specialises in innovative
valve solutions for the dry bulk
industry. Since 1977, Vortex has
provided quality slide gates,
diverters, iris valves and loading
spouts for handling dry bulk
solids in gravity, vacuum, dilute,
or dense phase applications.
Vortex products are designed to
maximise production efficiency,
eliminate material leakage,
maintenance friendly and
increase service life.

Quantum Series Orifice
Gate

Unlike common knife gates and butterfly
valves, the Orifice Gate is specifically
engineered to handle dry bulk powders,
pellets, and granules. Its narrow profile and
lightweight construction allows for easy
installation of the valve either horizontal or
vertical. The Vortex orifice gate’s blade
and seal design allows the valve to “self-
clean” on the opening stroke, which
prevents material from packing on the
valve’s internal seals. Shim removal for seal adjustments is
quick and easy; and blade adjustments can be performed
directly on the conveying line. 

Quantum Series Wye Line Diverter

The Wye Line Diverter is designed to divert powder, pellets, or
granules from one source to multiple destinations, or
converge from varied sources to one destination. The light-
weight valve is available in 2, 3, or 4-way configurations and
can be installed horizontal or vertical. Unlike common flap or
plug diverters, Vortex’s wye line diverters offer a wide range
of dilute phase and vacuum pneumatic conveying options, and
can be serviced without taking the valve out of the production
line. The diverter is capable of shifting directions “on the fly”
while the system’s blower or vacuum pump continues to
operate. 

Roller Gate

The Vortex Roller Gate is the best choice for handling dry
material in gravity flow or low-pressure applications. This gate
is available in a wide variety of configurations including
rectangular sizes and customer specific hole patterns. It has
live-loaded seals that extend the service life by compensating
for wear. These seals provide an excellent material seal across
the gate and to atmosphere. They can also be replaced while
the valve is in-line. 

BULKEX 2017 stand 39

Vortex to exhibit at
BulkEx 2017

KTR has extended its range of industrial
brakes products by adding a new line of
electro-hydraulic thruster brake systems. 

The KTR-STOP® TB line is available as disk or drum
brakes, the spring-actuated thruster brakes are
designed for use with lifting devices of Ed 230/50 to
Ed 3000/120 and can be used both as an operating
and as a safety brake. 

The KTR-STOP® TB S disk brake is available in right-
and left-hand versions, in three sizes and with a disk
diameter of 900mm, it generates braking torques of
up to 15,200 Nm. 

The KTR-STOP® TB T drum brake is available in seven
sizes and with a thruster diameter of 710mm, it can
generate brake torques of up to 10,000 Nm. 

For both designs, the braking torque can be adjusted
once the brakes are installed on-site. Both organic
and sinter metal brake pads are available. A
completely encapsulated cylinder increases the
protection level against damages and dirt. 

On request, the electro-hydraulic brake systems can
be designed with further technical options such as
automatic wear adjustment, a manual release facility,
a limit switch for brake condition and wear of pad, or
inclination damping. 

Main application fields for both systems are crane
systems, winches and conveyor belts, steel plants and
material handling.

Both products are selected and adjusted at KTR’s
Competence Centre for Brake Systems, in Germany. 

KTR U.K.’s Marketing Manager, Rod Sarich, said:
“KTR‘s product portfolio has expanded further with
the launch of this new range of thruster brakes. As
with all KTR products, the KTR-STOP® TB line can be
tailored to the requirements of our customers. “

“The brake torque can be adjusted once on-site and
the range offers another benefit in guaranteed
compatibility since the drum brake complies with all
DIN 15435 requirements and the disc brake meets
industry standards, so they can be easily integrated
into existing machinery.”

KTR adds thruster
brakes to industrial
product range

www.hub-4.com/directory/16263www.hub-4.com/directory/8290
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Innovative wear and corrosion solutionsNew Sinus Wave Welded Wear Plate

CastoTubes®

Castolin Eutectic
Merse road,
North Moons Moat
Redditch
B98 9HL

www.castolin.com
castolin@castolin.co.uk
01527582200

HUB Features 2017/18
Global News & Information on the Quarrying, Recycling & Bulk Materials Handling Industries'

November 17
QUARRYING - Bitumen, asphalt production plant, burners and other
equipment. Concrete technology.
RECYCLING - Mobile equipment for the recycling industry.
BULK HANDLING - Turnkey bulk materials handling systems and
associated products.
Editorial copy deadline 5th November 2017
Advert copy deadline 15th November 2017

January/February 18
AGG1 / World of Asphalt Exhibition Preview
QUARRYING - Washing and screening technologies, equipment and
plant including sand plant, cyclones, barrels, scrubbing, rinsing, separation,
drying, classifying and fines treatment.
RECYCLING - Excavator Attachments, Screening Buckets, Crushing
Buckets, safety couplers.
BULK HANDLING - IBC & FIBC filling equipment and robotic palletising
Editorial copy deadline 5th January 2018

Advert copy deadline 15th January 2018

To reserve space or ask a question! +44 (0)20 3637 0385 | sales@hub-4.com
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The cause of an accident has
been greatly linked to human
error and complacency in the
workplace however, it is
important to remember that all
accidents stem from a root cause
that can be preventable and
avoidable at most part. 

In any workplace environment, it is
important to identify all causes of an
accident or incident with a systematic
investigation in order to eliminate and
prevent re-occurrence and to hold a
detailed accident investigation report for
all safety and legal circumstances. 

All accidents, irrespective of the resulting
injury or damage, must be reported
according the laid down procedures of the
site or business in question and a defined
root cause must be recorded. 

The accidents should be defined
under three key causes: 

• Immediate: A direct reason for the injury
happening. This can range from an
abrasive wheel blade to concrete dust. 

• Underlying: The unsafe or inadequacy
action that resulted in the injury such as
the wheel’s safety guard being removed
or an air vent not working.

• Root: The lack of control factors in the
workplace. This could be the dismissal
of initial staff training or lack of
knowledge on the equipment. 

A thorough accident investigation should
highlight causes that fall into all three
categories to cover all aspects of health
and safety. Once these have been identified
for the accident in question, the company
can then put control measures in place for
continual improvement in the workplace. 

The HSE recognises the investigation
process as a four-step procedure; to collect
information related to the accident,
analyse the information, to identify any risk
control measures and to then implement
the action plan in order to cover these
measures and prevent accident re-
occurrence. 

All information related to the scene of the
accident must be noted down; this includes
reviewing the accident through any CCTV
coverage that may be available, through
comments from witnesses that were at the
scene at the time of the accident and by
the victim themselves if possible. It is
important to back up any information you
have gathered through photographs, direct
quotes from the witnesses and any other
environmental or organisational factors
that could have contributed to the accident
happening. 

In 2015/2016 according to the HSE, there
was a recorded 72,702 non-fatal
workplace accidents reported under the
Health and Safety standards which state
that experienced health and safety 

personnel must investigate factors that
could have influenced the behaviour of the
individual such as distraction, fatigue or
supervision. Once these factors have been
considered and eliminated from the
equation, health and safety personnel can
then address all other areas to distinguish
what the root cause was and implement a
solution that will prevent this accident
from re-occurring. 

A strategic action plan is a practical way to
set new objectives to ensure a sufficient
accident protocol can be carried out in
future and allows the workforce to
understand what goals the company has
set to minimise accidents, how these can
be measured and understand specific
guidelines that can help improve this area
of the business. 

The results of the investigation in question
should be clear and concise; they should
highlight a new action plan going forward,
provide risks and control measures for
dangers in the workplace and allow staff
to understand what root causes can arise
in the workplace to cause preventable
accidents. The investigation plan should set
an array developments that cover short,
medium and long term risks. 

For more information on how to implement
safety into your workplace, please call
Mentor today 01246 386900. 
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+ 44 1509 23 22 39 // info-uk@tomrasorting.com
www.tomra.com/recycling
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